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Abstract 

 In the light of the world’s environmental concerns, every instance of society and in turn our 

industries, must take their responsibility in order to reach the goals set for ensuring a sustainable 

future. Standing globally for almost 10 % of all carbon emissions, the steel industry is a major actor in 

this problem. It is of great importance to change their processes if we are to reach our set goals.  

 Swedish steel and energy industries have started working together to solve this in order to 

remain competitive in a future market which might value sustainability higher than ever. This is the 

background to the HYBRIT project which focuses on a new way of producing steel using hydrogen 

instead of coal, in a process called hydrogenation. Hydrogen can be produced in many ways, but 

electrolysis shows the greater sustainable potential and is therefore the focus for HYBRIT.  

 The focus for this project is to examine the economic potential in hydrogen production by 

electrolysis in connection to an offshore wind energy farm. Various system sizes, types and designs 

were evaluated to understand how and if this could be considered economically feasible. 

 During the study it became clear that these kinds of projects show great potential in order to 

reduce carbon emissions and an economic potential could be observed. Concerns arise when trying 

to reach the lowest hydrogen prices available on the market today but even these systems could be 

valued positive when applying low internal rates of returns.  

 The main conclusion is that there is an economic potential for electrolysis systems in relation 

to offshore wind energy. What value this system might take, mostly comes down to investment costs, 

electricity prices and agreements between the concerned parties. In addition, green hydrogen could 

potentially be valued higher than market minimums and therefore increase the economic potential 

further. It can also be discussed that a deal stretching over multiple years could be considered stable 

and in turn increase value. Availability power production and hydrogen storage mostly affects the 

amount of green energy that is utilized in the process.   
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Sammanfattning 

 I ljuset av världens miljöproblem måste varje samhällsinstans, och i sin tur våra industrier, 

ta sitt ansvar för att nå de mål som ställts för att säkerställa en hållbar framtid. Stålindustrin står globalt 

för nästan 10% av alla koldioxidutsläpp och är en stor aktör i detta problem. Det är viktigt att förändra 

dess processer om vi ska nå våra uppsatta mål. 

 Den svenska stål- och energiindustrin har börjat samarbeta för att lösa detta och förbli 

konkurrenskraftig på en framtida marknad som värderar hållbarhet högre än någonsin. Detta är 

bakgrunden till HYBRIT-projektet som arbetar på ett nytt sätt att producera stål med hjälp av väte 

istället för kol, i en process som kallas hydrering. Vätgas kan produceras på många sätt, men elektrolys 

påvisar en god hållbara potentialen och är därför i fokus för HYBRIT. 

 Fokus för detta projekt är att undersöka den ekonomiska potentialen för väteproduktion 

genom elektrolys i samband med havsbaserad vindkraft. Olika systemstorlekar, typer och designer 

utvärderades för att förstå hur och om detta kan anses ekonomiskt genomförbart. 

 Under studien blev det klart att dessa typer av projekt påvisar stor potential för att minska 

koldioxidutsläppen och en ekonomisk potential kunde observeras. Bekymmer uppstår när man 

försöker nå de lägsta vätgaspriserna på marknaden idag, men även vid dessa kan systemet värderas 

positiva när man tillämpar låga interna avkastningsräntor. 

 De viktigaste slutsatserna är att det finns en ekonomisk potential för ett elektrolyssystem i 

förhållande till havsbaserad vindkraft. Vilket värde systemet tar, beror framförallt på 

investeringskostnader, el priser och avtal mellan berörda parter. Grön vätgas skulle dessutom kunna 

värderas högre än industrins lägsta pris och därmed öka värdet ytterligare. Man kan också dra 

slutsatsen att tillgängligheten av kraftproduktion och vätgasförvaring kraftigt påverkar mängden grön 

energi som utnyttjas i processen. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Here are the Notations and Abbreviations that are used in this study presented.  

Notations 

Symbol Description 

∆ Delta, difference 

C Celsius 

E Free energy electrolysis voltage  

G Gibbs free energy 

H Enthalpy 

S Entropy 

V Enthalpy electrolysis voltage 

W Watt 

Wj Work [J] 

Abbreviations 

 

AC Alternating current 

Atm atmospheric pressure at sea level 

CAPEX Capital expenditure  

DC Direct current 

HPA Hydrogen purchase agreement   

HTSE High temperature steam electrolysis 

IRR Internal rate of return 

LCOE Levelized cost of energy 

LCOH Levelized cost of hydrogen  

NPV Net present value 

OPEX Operational expenditure 

PEM Proton exchange membrane or polymer electrolyte membrane 

PPA Power purchase agreement 

SEK Swedish kronor 

SMR Steam methane reforming 

SOEC Solid oxide electrolysis cell  

SPE Solid polymer electrolyte 

SVK  Svenska kraftnät 

SVO SVEA vind offshore 

LI&II Långgrund and Långgrund II 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 This chapter will discuss the background, purpose and limitations of the project. Furthermore, the overall used 

method will be presented. 

1.1 Background 

 Our society stand at an important point in history, where large infrastructural changes are 

required to ensure a sustainable future for generations to come. As commonly discussed, this involves 

changing from fossil to low-carbon and renewable energy sources. But this is not the only required 

development. When integrating intermittent energy sources, new challenges arise which must be 

resolved. In addition to the pure demand for energy, other processes that also require fossil substances 

must be redesigned. In the light of this, the HYBRIT project is trying to redevelop the Swedish steel 

industry to a fossil free one.  HYBRIT is a collaboration between the Swedish steel and energy 

industry. 

 Globally, steel industries stand for almost 10 % of the greenhouse gas emissions. This could 

be reduced to zero by utilizing hydrogen instead of coal in a process called hydrogenation. As the 

most abundant substance in the world and with a combustion biproduct of only water, hydrogen 

could pose an important step towards a more sustainable future. It has potential not only as a fuel 

source, but also as an energy storage option.  

 SVEA vind offshore (SVO) is a Swedish company which develop offshore wind farms. SVO 

is interested in implementing hydrogen production by electrolysis as part of their projects and business 

plan. SVO are currently working on five sites, two of which are located outside Oxelösund. These two 

farms, Långgrund and Långgrund II (LI&II), will be the focus for this study and the economic 

profitability for SVO to invest in hydrogen production facilities, connected to this location, will be 

investigated.  

1.2 Purpose 

 The project aims to examine the potential for economic profit in hydrogen production, by 

electrolysis. This in relation to two offshore wind farms that are located close to a steel factory. The 

factory has a potential future hydrogen demand, due to the interest in reducing the carbon emissions 

from the steel production process. The study is connected to the company SVO and the projects 

LI&II, at Oxelösund in Sweden. 
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1.3 Delimitations 

 Finding business opportunities regarding hydrogen will be limited to established situations. 

Therefore, societal changes will not be considered. An increased demand for hydrogen, due to for 

example a sudden shift to hydrogen cars, would greatly affect the results of this study. In addition, the 

main focus is to study the economic potential in selling hydrogen to the steel factory in Oxelösund. 

Which means other options, such as only selling electricity, is not examined. This is due to the aim of 

reducing the carbon emissions from the Swedish’s steel industry. 

 Simplifications are introduced to the models, to get a general idea of the economic potential 

over a variety of variables. This means that multiple systems costs/productions are linearized. 

Transmission and intermediate systems are not analysed. Many of the simplifications made are due to 

the purpose of understanding the general potential of hydrogen production by electrolysis, in relation 

to offshore wind energy, not to develop exact systems which can directly be applied to the real world. 

This means no optimisations will be made. Further studies would need to be performed for this 

purpose.  

1.4 Method 

 Studying the economic potential in hydrogen production by electrolysis is divided into five 

points of interests.  

➢ The projects LI&II will be studied to observe surrounding circumstances, with focus on the 

available electricity supply. Which means understanding how much installed capacity is 

available and what this would produce at LI&II. Additionally, costs related to offshore wind 

projects are observed to understand CAPEX and production prices. 

➢ Analysing the economic market for hydrogen/electricity and observing the potential demand 

induced by the steel factory in Oxelösund.  

➢ A technological breakdown on how hydrogen gas can be produced, with mainly electricity, 

will be performed. Costs related to the production/storage of hydrogen is also studied as well 

as electrochemical storage in batteries. 

➢ Model how a hydrogen system, combined with an offshore wind energy farm, performs and 

analyse produced electricity/hydrogen per hour. Also, how well different types/designs of 

electrolysers and storage systems meet the hydrogen demand. Then connect this model with 

an economic analysis to understand its value by net present value (NPV) and levelized cost of 

hydrogen (LCOH). 

➢ The last part contains a sensitivity study on how the profitability varies with various variable 

changes. By performing this, conclusions on economic potential and variables economic 

impact can be drawn.   

 How the project will be conducted is firstly by a literature review to understand the 

background, technologies and economic parameters. Ranges of performance/economic parameters 

are acquired to analyse a wide range of the markets different expected performances. The final 

modelling is performed in MATLAB.   
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

 In this chapter the theoretical background for this study will be presented. This includes the technological 

background to each subpart and the associated economical parameters. Furthermore, the projects background information 

will firstly be discussed in detail.  

2.1 Wind farms Långgrund and Långgrund II 

 LI&II are in the planning phase for SVO. At the moment the company’s focus is on legal 

aspects in order to receive permission to construct the windfarms. Locations for these farms are just 

outside the city of Oxelösund (58°40'31.7"N 17°04'29.6"E), which is planned to be the onshore 

connection point (Wärn, 2019). Långgrund II is 133.3 km2 while Långgrund equals 139.5 km2, the two 

project areas are presented in Figure 1 (Länsstyrelserna, Lantmäteriet Geodatasamverkan, 2019).  An 

assumption has been made by SVO that one 10 MW wind turbine can be installed per square kilometre 

(Wärn, 2019). This would equal a total installed capacity of 2728 MW. 

 

Figure 1 Project areas dedicated for LI&II. Full black line indicates national electric backbone network 

(Länsstyrelserna, Lantmäteriet Geodatasamverkan, 2019) 

 But since the areas are used by multiple other purposes, presented in Figure 2, SVO does 

assume that only around 1/3 to 1/2 of the area will be possible to utilize for construction. They 

estimate a total area of 100 to 150 km2 which would equal a total of 1 000 to 1 500 MW and an annual 

production of 4 to 6 TWh, assuming 4000 full load hours (Wärn, 2019). 
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Figure 2 Project areas dedicated for LI&II combined with areas mentioned in Miljöbalken cap 3 and 4. Boat 

fairways are also included (Länsstyrelserna, Lantmäteriet Geodatasamverkan, 2019) (Regeringskansliet, 2018). 

 Average wind speeds in the city of Oxelösund can be observed to equal 7.22 m/s at 100 m 

above ground and have probability distribution as presented in Figure 3A. Monthly changes over one 

year are presented in Figure 3B. It can be observed that at stronger wind resource is available during 

Swedish winter months, with average windspeeds almost 2 m/s higher than in middle of summer 

(Renewable ninja, 2019). Windspeed data is taken from measurements on an onshore location in 

Oxelösund. Offshore windspeeds are usually higher and predicted by SVO to equal 8.5 m/s in average 

(Wärn, 2019).  

 

Figure 3 A) Wind speed probability distribution at Oxelösund B) Average monthly wind speed outside Oxelösund 

(Renewable ninja, 2019) 

 In Oxelösund, a factory producing steel is located and owned by SSAB. SVO focuses on 

providing green energy to electric intense industries and if provided to this steel factory it would in 

turn provide SSAB with the opportunity of a green steel production, discussed further in 2.2 Carbon 

free steel.  
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2.2 Carbon free steel  

 In 2016 the organisation HYBRIT was created by SSAB, Vattenfall and LKAB (Swedish steel 

and energy companies) in order to work towards a fossil free Swedish steel industry. The goal of the 

organisation is to have completely fossil free steel production in Sweden by 2045. Global emissions 

from steel industries around the world accounts for 7 % of the global CO2 emissions and in Sweden 

the industry stands for 10 %. With a rapid global increase in urbanisation the demand for steel is 

predicted to rise with 75 % by 2050, see Figure 4. Predictions state that the major part of this increase 

is within recycled material (Swedish Energy Agency, SSAB, LKAB, Vattenfall, 2017).  

 

Figure 4 Steel demand today and demand forecast for 2050 (Swedish Energy Agency, SSAB, LKAB, Vattenfall, 

2017). 

 Today steel is produced by firstly turning iron ore into pellets (Swedish Energy Agency, SSAB, 

LKAB, Vattenfall, 2017). In Sweden these pellets are usually made from magnetite ores (Fe3O4, 72.4 

% Fe) (Kiptarus, Muumbo, Makokha, & Kimutai, 2015) from northern Sweden (Swedish Energy 

Agency, SSAB, LKAB, Vattenfall, 2017). Another usually used ore in Sweden is hematite (Fe2O3, 70 

% Fe) (Kiptarus, Muumbo, Makokha, & Kimutai, 2015).  These pellets are then converted into metallic 

ore by reducing the pellets with coke (carbon) in a blast furnace. Creating coke is a highly energy 

demanding process, due to a high temperature demand. In the blast furnace iron ore and carbon is 

turned into pure iron and carbon dioxide. A simplified reaction formula over this process is presented 

below in Equation(1) (Swedish Energy Agency, SSAB, LKAB, Vattenfall, 2017). 

 Fe3𝑂4 + 2𝐶 → 3𝐹𝑒 + 2𝐶𝑂2 (1) 

 The output of the blast furnace is iron with about 5 % of dissolved carbon. Oxygen gas is then 

added to the process to further lower the carbon content. During this process heat is produced which 

is used to melt down and add scrap metal to the mixture. All the above mentioned steps and their 

generalized energy consumptions are presented in Figure 5 (Swedish Energy Agency, SSAB, LKAB, 

Vattenfall, 2017). 
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Figure 5 Processes with respective energy demands for producing 1 tonne of crude steel in a standardized Swedish 

reference plant (Swedish Energy Agency, SSAB, LKAB, Vattenfall, 2017). 

 As seen in Figure 5, carbon dioxide emissions of 1 600 kg are produced per 1 000 kg of steel. 

To reduce these carbon emissions Swedish steel companies are examining the possibilities to produce 

“carbon free steel”. This process has been evaluated and a test facility is under construction to evaluate 

its effectiveness. Schematics of the plant in question is presented in Figure 6 with assumed energy 

demands and calculated emissions. Pelletising is still required but instead of a blast furnace a direct 

reduction is used to turn ore into iron. A simplified reaction formula is presented below in Equation 

(2) (Swedish Energy Agency, SSAB, LKAB, Vattenfall, 2017).   

 𝐹𝑒3𝑂4 + 4𝐻2 →  3𝐹𝑒 + 4𝐻2𝑂 (2) 

 Lastly an electric arc furnace is used to melt charged materials. By using this furnace, it is 

possible to use up to 100 % scrap metal (Swedish Energy Agency, SSAB, LKAB, Vattenfall, 2017). 
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Figure 6 Processes with respective energy demands for producing 1 tonne of crude steel in a theoretical hydrogen steel 

plant (Swedish Energy Agency, SSAB, LKAB, Vattenfall, 2017). 

 The project demonstrated in Figure 6 is in the pilot phase now. Time schedule for the project 

is presented in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7 Time schedule and phases for HYBRIT project (Swedish Energy Agency, SSAB, LKAB, Vattenfall, 

2017). 

 Today Oxelösunds steel factory is using the “classic” approach to produce 1.5 million tonnes 

of steel per year. (SSAB, 2017). 
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2.3 Electricity/hydrogen market  

 This chapter will treat markets for electricity and hydrogen. Presenting the economic history for each product. 

For the electricity market, a basic description of the actors involved is firstly presented, with focus on renewable energy. 

 2.3.1 Electricity market 

 Swedish electricity market consists out of six actors (Elmarknadsutveckling, 2018): 

➢ Electricity producers 

➢ Grid owners 

➢ Electricity consumers  

➢ Electricity trading companies 

➢ Electricity market 

➢ System responsible  

 Each one of these actors play a vital role in the balancing of the networks. Electricity 

producers/consumers produce/consume electricity, which in this study refers to SVO (LI&II) and 

Oxelösunds steel factory. Grid owners are responsible for the actual delivery and maintaining the local 

grid network. Electricity trading companies handle the communication and trading between the 

different actors. This is done on the electricity market. In the Scandinavian countries the most 

prominent electricity market is Nordpool. Lastly, it’s the party responsible for the system, which in 

Sweden reference to Svenska kraftnät (SVK), who monitors and owns the backbone network. Final 

electricity prices are fluctuating with supply and demand. (Elmarknadsutveckling, 2018). Historical 

electricity prices are presented in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8 Swedish electricity price development since 2017 on a weekly average for SE3 (Stockholm area). In red a 

second-degree trend curve (Nordpool, 2019). 
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 In Sweden electricity certificates are used in addition to price per MWh. These provide 

producers with a certificate for each green MWh produced, which can be sold to other companies 

that need to climate compensate. The result is an additional income for green energy producers in 

order to stimulate the renewable energy market (Elmarknadsutveckling, 2018). Prices of historical 

electricity certificates are presented in Figure 9. But when predicting future prices, the industrial norm 

is to calculate with a value of zero. This is since certificates is created to even out the market, in order 

to promote renewable energy and when analysing future projects, it is predicted to have achieved this 

(Wärn, 2019) 

 

Figure 9 Swedish electricity certificate prices per MWh since 2006. In red the mean value and green the liner trend 

curve (Svensk kraftmätning , 2019). 

 When trading in renewable energy a power purchase agreement (PPA) is usually negotiated 

(Wärn, 2019). A PPA is an agreement between an energy producer and consumer to sell/buy energy 

for a set price and time. It is put in place to simplify energy trading and ease economical calculations 

for companies, reducing the uncertainties. The set price can be agreed to change over time to 

account for things like inflation (Thumann & Woodroof, 2009).    

 In Sweden various taxes are placed on electricity consumption, but for chemical processes 

such as hydrogen production a company is not obligated to pay taxes on the energy consumed for this 

process (Skatteverket A, 2019). On the production side of electricity, only a real estate tax is placed 

on wind energy (Edfeldt & Damsgaard, 2015).  

 For offshore wind energy some of the larger costs are fees related to connecting the farm to 

the backbone network. These makes the farms less competitive and introduce higher electricity prices. 

A schematic of grid connection actors is shown in Figure 10 (Energimyndigheten, 2018). 
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Figure 10 2018 schematics over network connections and actors responsible for financing (Energimyndigheten, 2018) 

 Regulations in Sweden states that SVK (Svenska kraftnät) stands for all costs related to the 

backbone network. Connection fees are the additional costs introduced to SVK, by a proposed 

project. If a connection can be made without any additional construction, connection fees only include 

planning and the required work to create the connection. But if additional structures or grid extensions 

are required these will also be included into the fees. These costs are today placed on the local grid 

companies but in turn transferred to the wind power producers (Energimyndigheten, 2018).  

 In addition, wind power producers need to construct a network to connect their farm to the 

local grid company. Then the related connection fees for the local network is added as well. Because 

of all these fees, offshore wind power is less competitive on the energy market than its onshore cousin. 

Even though a more stable wind resource is available. Therefore, the Swedish government is 

discussing if regulations should be changed and the backbone network extended to the offshore sites 

(Energimyndigheten, 2018). 

  The discussion to change grid rules is due to the predicted importance of offshore wind in 

the future energy mix of Sweden. A schematic of this new proposed regulation system is presented in 

Figure 11 (Energimyndigheten, 2018).   

 

Figure 11 Planned schematics over network connections and actors responsible for financing (Energimyndigheten, 

2018). 
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 If the planed regulation system is accepted, billions of SEK could be saved for the power 

producer. But these savings for producers would instead be spending by the Swedish government. 

Such large investments could be considered as unavailable. Therefore, a second regulation system is 

also discussed, where parts of the system could be subsidized. Schematic for this system is presented 

in Figure 12 (Energimyndigheten, 2018). 

 

 

Figure 12 Planned schematics over subsidized network connections and actors responsible for financing 

(Energimyndigheten, 2018) 

 How the subsidized systems would be designed is today not defined. But it could be 

considered a more reasonable investment. This is not only due to the savings it would provide the 

government, but it would also not promote projects with unreasonable connection options 

(Energimyndigheten, 2018).  

 Costs distributions differs between onshore and offshore wind projects. When constructing 

farms onshore, the turbine accounts for most of the capital expenditures (CAPEX). While for 

offshore, CAPEX is more evenly distributed over turbines, grid connection and construction. This is 

due to a more complex design of an offshore project. The distribution is presented in Table 1 (IEA 

and IRENA, 2016) (Danish Energy Agency, 2018). According to SVOs most recent numbers, 

offshore CAPEX could be valued as low as 20 000 SEK/kW (Wärn, 2019).  

 

Table 1 World averages CAPEX and the distribution (IEA and IRENA, 2016). 

Cost share [%] Onshore Offshore 

Wind turbine 64-84 30-50 

Grid connection 9-14 15-30 

Construction 4-10 15-25 

Other capital 4-10 8-30 

Total CAPEX [SEK/kW] 12 300-22 000 26 000-48 000 

OPEX [% of CAPEX]  3  

 

 As previously mentioned in this chapter, grid connection costs are under discussion to be 

changed in order to make offshore wind energy more competitive. To understand the impact such a 

change might induce, costs related to offshore grid connections need to be studied. Generalized costs 

for a 300 MW system have been presented in Table 2 (Energimyndigheten, 2018). 
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Table 2 Costs related to grid connection (Energimyndigheten, 2018) 

System Cost 

HVAC in water 14 Million SEK/km 

HVDC in water 6 Million SEK/km 

Transformer in water 200 Million SEK 

AC-DC converter 500 Million SEK 

HVAC on land 2.5-6 Million SEK/km 

Transformer on land 15 Million SEK 

Transformer and converter DC on land 500 Million SEK 

Reinforced backbone network station 150 Million SEK 

 

 2.3.1 Hydrogen market 

 Hydrogen has gotten a lot of attention in recent years due to hydrogen cars, but the hydrogen 

market is well established since long and by 2025 the global demand is predicted to reach 50 million 

tons. Sectors utilizing hydrogen are presented in Figure 13 (Fraile, Lanoix , Maio , Rangel, & Torres , 

2015).  

 

Figure 13 Block diagram over hydrogen market in EU (Fraile, Lanoix , Maio , Rangel, & Torres , 2015) 

 As of today, the industry sector consumes around 90 % of all hydrogen. But other areas are 

under development and larger societal changes could greatly shift this distribution/demand. But such 

changes are not treated in this report. The distribution of hydrogen consumption, within the industry 

sector, is presented in Figure 14 (Fraile, Lanoix , Maio , Rangel, & Torres , 2015). 
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Figure 14 Hydrogen distribution in industry sector (Fraile, Lanoix , Maio , Rangel, & Torres , 2015) 

 In Figure 14 it is shown that the chemical and refining sectors are the most hydrogen 

consuming. Together they stand for 93 % of industrial demand and therefore 83.7 % of the global 

consumption (Fraile, Lanoix , Maio , Rangel, & Torres , 2015). Within the industry sector each 

subsector demands hydrogen for different processes and in different scales. The supply of hydrogen 

is therefore treated in different ways for each sector. Application and delivery system for each sector 

is presented in Figure 15 (Fraile, Lanoix , Maio , Rangel, & Torres , 2015). 

 

Figure 15 Industry subsectors key hydrogen application areas and supply systems (Fraile, Lanoix , Maio , Rangel, 

& Torres , 2015) 
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 Market prices of hydrogen stretch from 50 to 600 SEK/kg. Prices could be said not to be 

standardized but rather determined from production and delivery costs, which differ from project to 

project. The most common method for hydrogen production is steam methane reforming (SMR), 

which is a fossil process. (Fraile, Lanoix , Maio , Rangel, & Torres , 2015). Today the lowest LCOH 

has been reported to around 20-30 SEK/kg (Kikuchi, Ichikawa, Sugiyama, & Koyama, 2019). 

 Hydrogen solutions in the mobility sector is under development and could provide a valuable 

future market. But problems with infrastructural changes and economic slowdown since 2008 has 

made the progress slow. Predictions of hydrogen demand in the mobility sectors differs greatly. Figure 

16 present some of these predictions (Fraile, Lanoix , Maio , Rangel, & Torres , 2015).  

 

Figure 16 Hydrogen demand predictions in Europe’s mobility sector (Fraile, Lanoix , Maio , Rangel, & Torres , 

2015). 

 The mobility sector will not be treated in this study but mentioned as a possible future market 

depending on its development.  
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2.4 Hydrogen production 

 This chapter will discuss and compare the basics of electrolysis and various components involved in a system. In 

addition, economic parameters for these systems will be discussed.  The chapter starts with an introduction to hydrogen 

as a substance. 

 2.4.1 Hydrogen 

 Hydrogen is the most abundant element in the universe and is believed to represent 90 % of 

all matter. During standard atmospheric conditions (0oC and 1013 hPa) hydrogen occurs in gas form 

(Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015). Some of the physical properties of hydrogen are presented in Table 3. 

Table 3 Physical properties of hydrogen (Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015).  

Parameter Value Unit 

Molecular weight  2.016 Mol 

Melting point 13.96 K 

Boiling point 14.0 K 

Density liquid  0.089 g/cm3 

Gas density (0oC, 1 atm) 0.071 g/cm3 

Gas density (25oC, 1 atm) 0.0899 g/l 

Autoignition temperature 858 K 

Flammability limit in oxygen 4-94 % 

Flammability limit in air 4-74 % 

Ignition energy in air 0.017 MJ 

Ignition energy in oxygen 0.0012 MJ 

 It can be observed in Table 3 that hydrogen has a wide flammability range and a low ignition 

energy. This indicates that ignition can take place in most mixtures of hydrogen/oxygen (air) and that 

a low energy is required for ignition. The high flammability and low ignition energy combined with 

the high energy content (presented in Table 4 where an energy content comparison is made between 

hydrogen, petrol and diesel) shows the importance of stabile circumstances when storing hydrogen 

(Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015).  

Table 4 Energy content comparison (Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015).  

Fuel MJ/kg kWh/kg MJ/l kWh/l 

Hydrogen at 20 MPa 120 33.3 2.1 0.58 

Liquid Hydrogen 120 33.3 8.4 2.33 

Petrol 42 11.36 31.5 8.75 

Diesel 45.3 12.58 35.5 9.86 

 As shown in Table 4, hydrogen possess a very high energy to weight ratio compared to 

conventional fuels, but the energy to volume ratio is lower. There is therefore a demand for large 

and/or compressed storage vessels if hydrogen is to be used as energy storage. To produce hydrogen 

multiple processes can be utilized. The main procedures are presented below in Figure 17.   
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Figure 17 General processes used for hydrogen production (Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015). 

 Today the most commonly used process for producing hydrogen is reforming of 

hydrocarbons. But a wind energy resource is the focus for this study and therefore electrolysis will be 

studied further. This is due to the desire to produce green hydrogen. Other methods produce carbon 

dioxide which in turn would defeat the purpose. 

 2.4.2 Electrolysis basics 

 An electrolyser operates by splitting water into its elemental components, hydrogen and 

oxygen. The reaction is presented below in Equation (3) (Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015).  

 2𝐻20 → 2𝐻2 + 𝑂2 (3) 

 Presented in Equation (3) is an endothermic and non-spontaneous reaction (at atmospheric 

conditions). It therefore requires energy in what is called an endergonic transformation. As can be 

observed in Figure 18, the Gibbs free energy is reduced with temperature. Which in the case of 

electrolysis would mean that less added work (electricity) is required for the process at higher 

temperatures. A spontaneous reaction can occur, but at around 2 500 K. This is not considered an 

efficient option today for multiple reasons. Not many materials that can withstand such high 

temperatures and the ignition temperature for hydrogen is 858 K, see Table 3 (Godula-Jopek, et al., 

2015).  
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Figure 18 Entropy, enthalpy and Gibbs free energy as a function of temperature at 1 bar. Solid line represents liquid 

pressurised water (Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015). 

 In Figure 18, an energy jump can be observed at 100oC. This is due to the enthalpy/entropy 

changes in water due to vaporisation. As previously mentioned, the electrical energy demand is 

reduced with increased temperature. Since electrical energy is considered more expensive than heat, 

high temperature electrolysers could prove an more economically efficient in the future. Especially if 

an already established heat source is available to utilize in the process, for example industrial waste 

heat (Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015).  

 An electrolyser consists out of one or more electrolysis cells. A cell consists out of two 

electrodes, an anode and cathode, as well as an ionic conductor (electrolyte). These are then connected 

through a DC power source of some sort. The electrolyte needs to be either alkaline, acidic or in a salt 

solution for a voltage to occur between the two electrodes and ionic reactions to take place. Basic 

schematics of an alkaline and acidic cell is presented in Figure 19 (Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015).  

 

 

Figure 19 a) Basic schematics and reactions for an alkaline electrolysis cell. b) Basic schematics and reactions for an 

acidic electrolysis cell. 
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 The main reaction in an electrolysis cell is presented in Equation (3). Reactions at anode and 

cathode is dependent on the type of electrolyte. Equation (4) and (5) presents the reactions occurring 

during alkaline circumstances while Equation (6) and (7) are for the acidic cases (Godula-Jopek, et al., 

2015). 

Alkaline anode reaction: 4𝑂𝐻− → 2𝐻20 + 𝑂2 + 4𝑒− (4) 

Alkaline cathode reaction: 2𝐻20 + 2𝑒− → 𝐻2 + 2𝑂𝐻− (5) 

Acidic anode reaction: 2𝐻20 → 4𝐻+ + 𝑂2 + 4𝑒− (6) 

Acidic cathode reaction: 2𝐻+ + 2𝑒− → 𝐻2 (7) 

 The choice of either an alkaline, acidic or salt solution electrolyser comes down to material 

choices and end products. Since most metals corrode in acidic environments and salt solutions create 

additional biproducts (for example chlorine gas from normal sodium chlorine salt), the alkaline option 

has become the most preferable (Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015). 

 As previously mentioned, multiple energy sources can be utilized in the electrolysis. Electricity 

is one of these sources, but as seen in Figure 18, demand is reduced with temperature. Dependence 

between energy and temperature is transferred to voltage and temperature, which is presented in 

Figure 20.  

 

Figure 20 Required voltages for electrolysis as a function of temperature, at 1 bar (Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015). 

 In Figure 20, E(T,1b) represent the free energy electrolysis voltage which is theoretical 

minimum voltage required for splitting the water molecule. V(t, b1) represent the enthalpy electrolysis 

voltage, which can be considered as the “actual” voltage demand and also called the thermal-neutral 

voltage. The difference in these values are due to a requirement in a sufficient current density and as 

the name “thermal-neutral voltage” suggest, the required voltage to contain constant temperature in 

the cell. The free energy electrolysis voltage is usually stated as 1.23 V while the thermal-neutral voltage 
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equals 1.48 V. It is usual to use more power than required to ensure a stable production. The additional 

energy introduced to the system is transformed to heat (Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015). 

 When using hydrogen, some type of storage is required. The storage is usually pressurized, to 

achieve more volume efficiency. In the automobile industry, vessels with up to 700 bars are utilized 

today. To reach the desired storage pressure, three methods are commonly used. Firstly, a 

straightforward external compressor that compresses the produced hydrogen. A second approach is 

to use a pressurized electrolyser. This can produce hydrogen at “lower” pressure levels (15-50 bar). 

Lastly, a combination between the two systems can be applied. (Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015).   

 2.4.3 Electrolyser designs 

 As demonstrated in Figure 19, the electrolysis process consists out of two electrodes and an 

electrolyte. These components can be compiled in multiple ways. Some of the more commonly used 

are presented in Figure 21. 

 

 

Figure 21 Various basic cell types, a) gap-cell b) zero gap cell c) SPE cell (solid polymer electrolyte) (Godula-Jopek, et 

al., 2015). 

 The first type of cell is the so-called gap cell. In this concept, two electrodes are submerged in 

electrolyte and a separator is installed to prevent spontaneous recombining between the reaction 

products. A porous diaphragm infused with the electrolyte is used as a separator. This concept is the 

simplest and cheapest of the three but not as efficient. Concerns with this design involves the gap 

distance. The “gap” needs to be sufficiently large for the produced gases to evolve freely but as small 

as possible to reduce the ohmic losses. Furthermore, when gases are produced a resistive gas layer can 

form around the electrode which reduce its efficiency (Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015).  

 The second type is called a zero-gap cell. This provides some improvements over the earlier 

mentioned model by reducing the ohmic losses as much as possible. Alkaline water electrolysers are 

made in this way today (Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015).  
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 Lastly the SPE, which usually is called a PEM (proton exchange membrane or polymer 

electrolyte membrane) cell is presented in Figure 21c. A PEM cell is a type of SPE cell.  In this concept 

the separator is a thin ion-conducting polymeric film. It is used both for separating produced gases as 

well as conducting the electrical charge. This means that no additional electrolyte is required. The 

membrane is coated with a porous catalytic layer on both sides. Then current collectors are pressed 

onto each side, fitted with flow channels. De-ionized water flows in the channels of the anode and 

cathodes, carrying the produced hydrogen and oxygen. Because a mixture of gas and water is produced 

a separator is required to extract the hydrogen/oxygen. PEM cells are theoretically the more efficient 

cells but are also the most complicated to construct (Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015). 

 By stacking multiple electrolysis cells an electrolyser is formed. These can be constructed in 

two ways. As a monopolar or bipolar stack. Schematics are presented in Figure 22 and Figure 23 

(Garche, et al., 2009). 

 

Figure 22 Schematics of a monopolar stack design (Garche, et al., 2009). 

 In the monopolar stack, as presented in Figure 22, multiple electrolysis cells are connected in 

series. This means connecting anode to cathode, which results in what could be described as one larger 

cell. Limitations of these cells are due to large voltage drops induced by the current flow through the 

electrodes, which reduce efficiency of the system. Alkaline electrolysers are more common to utilize 

the monopolar stack design (Garche, et al., 2009). 

 

Figure 23 Schematics of a bipolar PEM stack design (Garche, et al., 2009) 
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 Figure 23 describes a bipolar PEM stack design, in which the bipolar plates are used to transfer 

electrons between the conjoining anode and cathode. In this design a much smaller voltage drop can 

be observed. Channels are fitted into the plates to transport water and created hydrogen/oxygen gas. 

Besides to what is presented in Figure 23 cooling channels can be fitted inside each bipolar plate to 

further increase the efficiency and control the operation temperature (Garche, et al., 2009). 

 In addition to earlier mentioned technologies, is high temperature steam electrolysis (HTSE). 

Which is more in its developing phase, but could prove valuable since the electrical energy needed 

could be reduced at higher temperatures, see Figure 18. Usual working temperatures of HTSE are 

around 700-900 oC. The design is very similar to that of the earlier mentioned PEM cells. With the 

main difference in material choices. This is mostly connecter to the membrane separator which is 

ceramic in HTSEs. These HTSE electrolysers are usually called SOEC cells (solid oxide electrolysis 

cell) (Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015). 

 Comparing each technology makes it clear that they have different advantages and 

disadvantages, see Table 5. As of today, the alkaline technology is the most mature. But PEM cells are 

predicted to become the most prominent technology in the close future. Which is due to its flexibility 

and higher theoretical efficiency. HTSE provides great efficiencies but for a large-scale commercial 

project, costs and maturity of the technology poses uncertainties for investments (Godula-Jopek, et 

al., 2015).  

Table 5 Pro/con comparison between different electrolysis technologies (Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015). 

 Alkaline PEM HTSE 

Electrolysis efficiency  - + ++ 

Ease of thermal management + ++ - 

Quick start-up + ++ - 

Overload capacity + ++ ++ 

Low duty capacity + ++ ++ 

Auxiliaries consumption + ++ + 

Hydrogen purity at stack outlet  + ++ + 

Technology maturity  ++ + - 

Reliability ++ + - 

Degradation du to intermittency + + + 

System capital cost ++ + - 

 A comparison of the actual performance of a alkaline and PEM electrolyser is presented below 

in Table 6 (Buttlera & Spliethoff, 2017).   
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Table 6 Comparison between alkaline and PEM cells (Buttlera & Spliethoff, 2017) (Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015). 

 Alkaline PEM 

Materials   

Cathode catalyst  Nickel foam Platinum 

Anode catalyst Ni2CoO4 Ir/Ru oxide 

Current distributor  Ni Titanium 

Bipolar end plates Ni Titanium  

Containment material Ni Stainless steel 

Operation parameters   

Cell temperatures[oC] 60-90 50-80 

Typical pressures [bar] 10-30 20-50 

Flexibility   

Load flexibility [% of normal load] 20-100 0-100 

Cold start up time 1-2h 5-10 min 

Warm start up time 1-5min <10s 

Specific energy consumption including heat 

and auxiliaries [kWh/Nm3], [kWh/kg] 

4.3-7 

47.8-77.8 

Capacity   

Max nominal capacity per stack [MW] 6 2 

H2 production per stack [Nm3/h] 1400 400 

Durability   

Lifetime [kh] 55-120 60-100 

Efficiency degradation [% per year] 0.25-1.25 0.5-2.5 

Economic parameters   

Investment cost [SEK/kW] 8 000-15 000 14 000-21 000 

Maintenance cost [% of investment 

cost/year] 

2-3 3-5 

 2.4.4 Alkaline electrolysers 

 The main advantage with alkaline electrolysers is that they are cheaper, due to simpler materials 

used in the stacks. As previously mentioned, alkaline electrolysers work by immersing two electrodes 

into an electrolyte and introducing a current. Electrodes are designed porous to increase the surface 

area on which reaction can occur. A separator is placed between the electrodes to separate the 

produces gases. In Figure 19, a schematic description of how alkaline cells are designed is presented. 

A more descriptive figure of a monopolar cell design is shown in Figure 24 (Godula-Jopek, et al., 

2015). 
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Figure 24 Monopolar cell design (Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015). 

 From Figure 24 it is possible to understand how larger systems could be designed. As shown 

in Figure 22, each cell could be connected to the next in series and in practice create a much larger 

surface area. Since alkaline cells use a liquid electrolyte, pumps are necessary to circulate and replace 

the fluid. It exists bipolar alkaline system designs as well, with the same advantages as for PEM cells. 

Schematics over such a system is presented in Figure 25. It also include gas/liquid separators which is 

necessary for both mono/bipolar designs since some water will always be present in the final product 

(Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015). 

 

Figure 25 Alkaline bipolar plate design (Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015). 

 Membrane separators in alkaline cells are not completely impregnable for the produced gases. 

A relatively constant amount is transferred through the membrane. This creates two problems. Firstly, 

a recombining of the produced gases occurs, which results in losses for the system. Therefore, a large 

enough production is required to minimize the percentual losses in the system. Secondly, hydrogen is 

highly flammable and have a wide flammability range, see Table 3. If a larger amount of 

oxygen/hydrogen penetrates the membrane a dangerous mixture of oxygen/hydrogen can be 

achieved. Therefore, most alkaline cells have a minimum capacity of 10-20 % of rated power (Godula-

Jopek, et al., 2015). 

 In addition to the above-mentioned limitations, rapid power changes can potentially harm the 

alkaline system. This means intermittent energy sources are not compatible with the technology by 

itself. The problem with rapid power changes is connected to the electrolyte. With a sudden increase 
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of power, a rapid increase of gas production occurs. Which can force the electrolyte out of the system 

in a “champagne effect” (Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015).  

 The electrolyte has two purposes in an alkaline cell. On one hand, it works as the feedstock 

for the system. The other is to serve as the ionic connection between the electrodes. To minimize the 

ohmic losses in the electrolyte, the distance between electrodes is reduced. Today zero-gap cells are 

the more commonly used designs. But with smaller amounts of electrolyte, due to smaller distances 

between electrodes, the electrolyte inflow must be carefully balanced to counter the losses from 

produced gases (Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015).  

 In the alkaline electrolyte, not only pure water occurs. KOH or NaOH is added to achieve a 

conductive solution. When the electrolyte is used as feedstock, the concentration of conductive 

substance needs to be monitored closely. Depending on temperature and type of solution various 

conductivities are achieved. This is presented in Figure 26 (Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015). 

 

Figure 26 Conductivity as a function of temperature (Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015). 

 Electrodes must to be highly electronic conductive, high catalytic activity and show a good 

corrosion resistance. Since different reactions occur at each electrode, different materials are optimal. 

These have changed over time, but nickel has been proven to be an efficient option. Various alloys 

are used for each electrode to optimize the reaction and common choices are presented in Table 6. 

To further increase the efficiency of the system, a large reaction surface is desired. This is usually 

achieved by applying a porous layer on the electrode, were reactions can occur in the material’s 

“pockets”. A process of applying a silicon/nickel powder to each electrode has become the most 

prominent one. The resulting material is named “Raney nickel” after the man who developed it 

(Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015).    

 A membrane separator need to provide insulation between opposing electrodes, this to 

prevent short circuiting and at the same time separate the two produced gases, H2 and O2 to minimize 

any recombining. In addition to working as a separation wall, it needs to be an ionic conductor to 

allow OH- ions to travel through in the porous of the separator. Hydrophilic materials are introduced 

to the membrane to increase the ionic conductivity and reduce gas recombining (Godula-Jopek, et al., 

2015). 
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 2.4.5 PEM electrolysers  

 Figure 23 describes the basic design of a bipolar plate electrolyser. This is presented in more 

detail by Figure 27.  

 

Figure 27 Schematics of a PEM water electrolysis cell, 1) SPE 2) electrocatalytic layers 3) porous current collector 4) 

Bipolar plates. (a equal anode and c cathode) (Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015)  

 As presented in Figure 27, the separator consists out of two components. The SPE and two 

electrode layers, coated on each side. These together form the MEA (membrane electrode assembly). 

Which is then pressed between current collectors and bipolar plates. Design features to increase the 

efficiency of a system involves reducing the resistance of current and fluid flows in the cell. (Godula-

Jopek, et al., 2015). In addition to an electrolyser, a hydrogen plant requires additional systems to 

function. The system for a PEM cell is presented in Figure 28. 

 

 

Figure 28 PEM electrolyser system diagram (Cohen, Porter, Chow, & Henderson, 2009). 
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 In the RO system, water is cleaned to the required quality and a guard bed removes dissolved 

ionic contaminants. It cleans the input water as well as the circulated water of the system. Outputs of 

a cell stack is a two-phase liquid/gas (oxygen/water and hydrogen/water). A separator is introduced 

to remove water from the gases. The separators can be designed as simple tanks that let water sink to 

the bottom as gas rise out. Water is then pulled from the bottom of the separator. In addition to the 

separator, a dryer is used to further improve the hydrogen quality. Heat exchangers are introduced to 

the system to keep the circulating water at desired temperatures. Water can be used both as feedstock 

and cooling fluid for the system (Cohen, Porter, Chow, & Henderson, 2009). 

 Important to note for PEM electrolysers is that the amount of produced H2 is proportional to 

the power consumption of the system (in alkaline systems too). This is presented in Figure 29. 

Efficiency can be observed to be slightly reduced for higher consumptions (IRENA, 2018). 

 

Figure 29 H2 production and PEM efficiency as a function of total power consumption in a PEM electrolyser 

(IRENA, 2018). 

 2.4.6 Storage 

 To make any renewable hydrogen system more efficient, a storage of some sort is required. 

This could either involve hydrogen or energy storage of some sort (Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015). 

Hydrogen storage and electrochemical storage will be examined by this study. 

 2.4.6.1 Hydrogen storage 

 For hydrogen 6 different options of storage are available (Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015). 

➢ Pressurised gas containers, up to 800 bars. Could use earth cavities as well as manmade 

tanks. 

➢ Liquid hydrogen stored in cryogenic tanks, at 21 K. 

➢ Bonded chemically in ionic and covalent compounds. 

➢ Absorbed on the surface of materials with large surface areas. 

➢ Absorbed in interstitial sites in a host metal. 

➢ Oxidation with reactive metals. 
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 Out of above-mentioned storage options, pressurized tanks and liquified hydrogen are the 

most commonly used and mature technologies. But for large scale projects where a liquified product 

is not required the pressurized tank option is usually utilized since the liquified hydrogen has large 

evaporative losses over time and more complex storage is required (Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015). 

 Storing energy as hydrogen has a wide range of advantages. It does not deteriorate over time 

and there are no real limits to the size of the storage system. The limiting factor is the available volume 

for the hydrogen to be stored in. Because of this, seasonal storage could become a possibility. In 

Figure 30 a comparison between different storage technologies work ranges are presented 

(International electrotechnical commission, 2011).    

 

Figure 30 Comparison between different energy storage systems (International electrotechnical commission, 2011) 

 The amount of work required for compressing hydrogen can differ depending on the used 

process. Usual compression methods are either adiabatic or isothermal. When utilizing an adiabatic 

process, no heat exchangers are involved since the temperature is allowed to differ. Isothermal 

processes occur at a constant temperature (usually in steps since a completely constant temperature is 

difficult to achieve). This process requires less work in the compressor, but an additional cooling load 

need to be considered. The required work for each process can be calculated using Equation (8) and 

(9), Table 7 (Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015). 

 

Adiabatic compression:  𝑊𝑗 =
𝛾

𝛾 − 1
𝑅𝑇1 ((

𝑃1

𝑃2
)

𝛾
𝛾−1

− 1) 

(8) 

 

Isothermal compression:  
𝑊𝑗 = 𝑛𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛 (

𝑃1

𝑃2
) 

(9) 
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Table 7 Compression equation parameter descriptions (Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015). 

Parameter Description 

Wj Amount of compressor work [J] 

γ Specific heat ratio of the gas  

R Ideal gas constant, R = 8.3145 JK-1 mol-1 

T Temperature [K] 

P Pressure [Pa] 

n Number of moles [Mol] 

 When designing large scale storage facilities, high pressure vessels are not commonly used. 

Instead underground storage or low-pressure tanks (<50 bar) are the more common options. Prizes 

for these systems range from 10 SEK/Nm3 for underground storage to 460 SEK/Nm3 for tank 

systems (Grahn & Jannasch, 2018). Industrial standards for hydrogen storage volumes usually equal 

one day’s demand. But can stretch up to a week’s (Görnerup, 2019). 

 2.4.6.1 Electrochemical storage  

 Energy can be stored electrochemically in batteries. These are usually used for midsize 

systems and on hourly timeframes, as shown in Figure 30. In recent years the lithium-ion batteries 

has risen in popularity due to their high performance compared to cost. Largescale battery systems 

are today usually used for grid stabilisation purposes such as frequency control, peak shaving, 

voltage regulation and many others. If largescale battery systems around the world are analysed, an 

average power of 2.8 MW and duration of 1.6 hours can be observed (4.48 MWh) (Fu, Remo, & 

Margolis, 2018).  

 It is clear when observing the world average that the power is substantially smaller than that 

of this project. But larger systems are being designed as well, it is not uncommon to encounter 

systems with hundreds of MWhs on the market. Used in the study “Utility-Scale Photovoltaics-Plus-

Energy Storage System Costs Benchmark” (Fu, Remo, & Margolis, 2018) is a 60 MW/4 hours duration 

system. This will be used as benchmark for this study (240 MWh), but other system sizes will be 

considered during a sensitivity analysis. Cost for large scale battery systems are widely spread and 

range from 380-895 USD/kWh (3 670-8 640 SEK/kWh). The cost breakdown for these lithium-ion 

batteries are presented in Figure 31 (Fu, Remo, & Margolis, 2018). 
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Figure 31 Cost breakdown for various utility-scale lithium-ion battery systems (Fu, Remo, & Margolis, 2018).  

 It is clear when analysing Figure 31 that the actual battery stands for the majority of the 

system costs. For this study the entire battery cost range will be examined but with the simplification 

that stored energy can be withdrawn when required without constraints.  

 2.4.7 System flexibility and design 

 An energy plant with an intermittent renewable energy resource, provides two connection 

options. Connecting the plant (in this case LI&II) straight to the hydrogen facility or by connecting it 

to the grid. By connecting hydrogen and energy plants, potential grid costs can be minimized. Also, 

the process could be considered 100 % renewable if enough energy is produced. But by connecting 

the wind farm to the grid a more stable system could potentially be acquired, and the capacity factor 

can be greatly improved. Different sorts of storage systems could be utilized to further improve on 

the first case capacity factor (IRENA, 2018). 

 Figure 32 present a generalized intermittent power curve with an assumed power demand. It 

can clearly be seen that sometimes excess energy is available while at other times there is a shortage. 

Excess energy could be stored in batteries to be used in times of shortage. By doing so creating a more 

stable hydrogen system. Since the demand in this study is hydrogen, excess energy could also be stored 

as hydrogen (Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015). 
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Figure 32 Standardised power production curve for intermittent power sources. In red is the normalized power demand 

at any time and in blue excess energy production (Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015).  

 If an intermittent power source is used by itself, production changes in the hydrogen system 

must be flexible (IRENA, 2018). A comparison between alkaline and PEM cells flexibility are 

presented in Table 8. 

Table 8 Dynamic characteristics for alkaline and PEM cells (IRENA, 2018) 

 Alkaline PEM 

Load range 15-100 % of nominal load 0-160 % of nominal load 

Start-up 1-10 min 1 second-5 minutes 

Ramp-up/down 0.2-20 % /second 100 % /second 

Shutdown 1-10 min Seconds 

 Because most electrolysers today are not completely flexible a battery bank is usually included 

into the system to even out power changes that intermittent power sources introduce. This is not 

necessarily a demand on PEM electrolysers but can be included to increase the efficiency of the system. 

Schematics over such a system is presented in Figure 33.   

 

Figure 33 Schematics of electrolyser system with backup battery (Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015). 

 If the renewable energy source is not enough a grid assisted system could be introduced. 

Schematics are presented in Figure 34. In addition to this a combination of the two systems can be 

applied to maximize the renewable energy used in the process (Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015). 
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Figure 34 Schematics of electrolyser system with grid assistance (Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015) 

 A grid assisted electrolysis system can reach a capacity factor of almost 100 %, with only 

maintenance and potential breakage as reduction factors. The vital component of such a configuration 

is the control system that overlooks the process. When a smaller amount renewable energy than 

required is produced, the grid supplies the auxiliary power. If more power than required is produced 

by the renewable system, the power source must be downgraded to comply with production and 

consumption equilibrium. Because of this, electrolysis systems are usually dimensioned for the peak 

production and storage systems are introduced (Godula-Jopek, et al., 2015).  

 2.4.8 Hydrogen system economics 

 Alkaline and PEM cells are the most mature technologies and commercially available. Other 

technologies for water electrolysis, such as SOECs, are still under development and could become the 

future of hydrogen production. But in the close future they are not predicted to be the dominant 

technology (IRENA, 2018). Therefore, the economic analysis will be focusing on Alkaline and PEM 

cells since data is available for these. Characteristics for PEM and alkaline cells are presented in Table 

9 below.  

Table 9 Techno economical characteristics of PEM and alkaline cells for 2017 (IRENA, 2018) (Godula-Jopek, et 

al., 2015) (Buttlera & Spliethoff, 2017). 

Technology Alkaline PEM 

 Unit 2017 2017 

Efficiency % 60-80 80 

Lifetime stack Operating hours 80 000 h 40 000 h 

CAPEX SEK/kW 8 000-1 5000 14 000-21 000 

OPEX % of initial CAPEX 2 2 

Stack replacement  SEK/kW 3 400 4 200 

Output pressure Bar 1 30 

System lifetime years 20 

 

 Electricity is the major cost for all cell types. It usually stands for 70-80 % of the total lifetime 

costs of the system while capital cost is only around 15 %. The main difference between PEM and 

alkaline cells is their capital cost, Table 9. They use about the same amount of electricity but in the 
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case of PEM cells, the investment cost have a higher contribution to the overall cost (U.S. DRIVE, 

2017).   

 For each technology, the system capital cost distribution differs between various subsections. 

The distribution for a PEM cell system is presented in Figure 35. It demonstrates the simplest form 

of electrolysis system, which does not include such things as storage etc. The stack stands for 60 % of 

the total costs which is due to expensive materials and complex construction methods (Bertuccioli , 

et al., 2014). 

 

Figure 35 PEM system cost distribution (Bertuccioli , et al., 2014). 

 When breaking down the capital cost for a PEM stack, the bipolar plates can be observed to 

be the main investment cost. This is presented in Figure 36. Bipolar stacks stand for more than 50 % 

of the total cost of the stack. As previously mentioned, this is due to material costs and complex 

construction methods, when creating fine flow channels (Bertuccioli , et al., 2014). 

 

Figure 36 PEM stack cost breakdown (Bertuccioli , et al., 2014). 

 Compared to the PEM systems, Alkaline stacks are cheaper in comparison and therefore a 

smaller part in the overall system costs, but it still represents 50 % of the total investment. The alkaline 

system cost distribution is presented in Figure 37 (Bertuccioli , et al., 2014). Important to note is that 

the overall costs for an alkaline system is cheaper than that of a PEM system, presented earlier in 

Table 9. 
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Figure 37 Alkaline system cost distribution (Bertuccioli , et al., 2014). 

 Breaking down the stack costs, Figure 38, it shows that the anode and cathode stands for 

almost 50 %.   

 

Figure 38 Alkaline stack cost distribution (Bertuccioli , et al., 2014). 
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2.5 Economic modelling tools  

 Two major economic analysing tools is used during this study to evaluate the wind energy system and electrolysers 

economic performance. Levelized cost of energy/hydrogen (LCOE and LCOH) will be used to determine at what 

expected price wind energy can be produced. Net present value (NPV) is applied when comparing various systems. 

 

 2.5.1 LCOE/LCOH 

 Levelized cost of energy is used to evaluate the competitiveness of an energy producer. It can 

also indicate at what electricity price a projects revenues and costs are equal, including a return on 

investment. The LCOE can therefore be used to determine the minimum electricity price a project 

need to use, in order to make a profit. This is done by observing costs per MWh and including the 

economic weight of time. Equation (10) presents the calculation for LCOE (IRENA, 2012).   

 

 

𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐸 =

∑
𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑋𝑡 + 𝑂𝑃𝐸𝑋𝑡

(1 + 𝑟)𝑡
𝑛
𝑡=1

∑
𝐸𝑡

(1 + 𝑟)𝑡
𝑛
𝑡=1

 

 

(10) 

   

 In Equation (10), CAPEX stands for the yearly capital investments. OPEX equals the 

operational and maintenance costs. E symbolizes the yearly energy production, r the discount rate and 

n is the lifetime of the project (IRENA, 2012). As of 2019 the industrial LCOE for some offshore 

wind energy projects has reached 250 SEK/MWh (Wärn, 2019). LCOH will be calculated with the 

same formula, only replacing produced MWh with kg of hydrogen.  

 2.5.2 NPV 

 To analyse the actual profitability of a project, net present value is used. It is the difference 

between present cash out and inflows, considered a time period. Just as LCOE, it considers the value 

changes over time. Equation (11) present the formula for calculating NPV (National Center for 

Environmental Economics, 2010). 

 
𝑁𝑃𝑉 = 𝐼 + ∑

𝐶𝑡

(1 + 𝑟)𝑡

𝑛

𝑡=1

 
 

(11) 

 In Equation (11), I equals the initial investment, year 0. Ct is the difference between income 

and costs, year t. The lifetime of the project is symbolized by n and r stands for the discount rate 

(National Center for Environmental Economics, 2010). 
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3 METHOD 

 In this chapter the working process is described. First a description follows with first analyses that are used to 

understand the general production and demand. 

3.1 Background data 

 From observing Figure 6, a linearized relationship between supplied energy and possible 

produced steel amount can be acquired. This function is presented in Figure 39, with the assumed 

total production at LI&II. In addition to the produced energy, Oxelösunds steel factory’s potential 

energy demand, for electrolysis, is presented.  

 

Figure 39 Electricity demand as a function of amount produced steel according to the HYBRIT project. In red the 

assumed total yearly production of electricity at LI&II. Green dot symbolizes the capacity of Oxelösunds steel factory. 

 From Figure 39 it can be deducted that to cover the yearly electricity demand, over 5 TWh are 

required. This means additional power is necessary in some scenarios and a system configuration 

which include a grid connection will be required mostly. Not only to supply shortage, but also ensure 

a stable system. Therefore, both system designs will be evaluated. 

  To further analyse the required system, a daily model must be developed. It will be based on 

that the steel factory has a continual production and therefore a constant hydrogen/electricity 

demand. From a yearly production of 1.5 million tonnes, see 2.2 Carbon free steel, a daily production of 

4 110 tonnes are acquired and a daily electricity demand of 14 330 MWh/day. But this is the total 

electricity consumption of the plant while 10 820 MWh/day is connected to the actual hydrogen 

production. Which would equal between 1 546 000 to 2 516 000 Nm3 (or 139 000 to 226 000 kg) 

hydrogen. If the daily electricity demand for electrolysers is divided by 24 (hours in a day) the minimum 

required installed capacity would equal 450 MW if constant production is assumed. 

 The study focuses on the hydrogen production and will therefore use the lower electricity 

demand for further evaluation. But that additional energy is required could be valuable for larger 

systems, if they produce more electricity than required by the hydrogen process.  
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 The next step is to build the configurations that will be examined. There are two different grid 

configurations scenarios that could cover the hydrogen demand: 

➢ If no additional grid power is required a PEM system could be used by itself, due to its flexible 

load range (0-160 % of nominal power) and short ramping time (a second). 

➢ If additional power is required than delivered to the PEM system, the grid will need to be 

included to ensure that the hydrogen load is met. Applying an alkaline system would also 

require a grid connection due to its demand of a more continuous process.  

 Four different simplified storage system designs could be applied: 

➢ No storage: Allowing the windfarm to produce as much hydrogen as possible during available 

hours and sell excess energy. While at times of low production the grid supports the farm to 

ensure a constant hydrogen production.  

➢ Hydrogen tank: To increase the utilization of wind power, a hydrogen storage tank can be 

applied. This is especially preferable if seasonal storage is required, since hydrogen tanks has 

small losses over time. Furthermore, it is easier to store it as hydrogen since this is the desired 

product, no additional efficiency losses are introduced to the system. 

➢ Battery: The renewable fraction could also be improved by storing energy electrochemically, 

in batteries. In times of low production these could be discharged while charged when excess 

energy is available. Battery systems perform best as intermittency control since additional 

efficiency losses will be introduced.  

➢ A combination of the above-mentioned systems could be utilised. 

 Schematics over the scenarios are presented below in Figure 40. With the variable components 

presented in red. Important to note is that since the connection circumstances at the location has not 

be studied, connection costs are not considered in the analysis. This will affect the wind energy options 

negatively since a direct connection could save on these costs. 

 

Figure 40 Generalised system configuration. In red, components which are not required for some scenarios. 
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3.2 Modelling 

 This chapter will explain how models were constructed and decisions made from the acquired results. A general 

overview of the modelling process is first presented. 

 Firstly, available wind energy per hour is studied. Secondly, models are built for analysing the 

performance of various electrolysis technologies with different storage systems. This is performed for 

different installed capacities. All values, except installed capacities, are stationary during the first 

analysis but examined further in the sensitivity analysis. As for the stationary values, they are set to the 

industrial average found during the literature review. Three technology performance models are 

created and compared to understand various variables impact: 

➢ A PEM system with a hydrogen storage tank, which has a week’s hydrogen demand volume. 

The system is grid supported but controlled to prioritize wind energy consumption. Which 

results in that if enough hydrogen is produced or stored, no grid energy will be utilized. The 

system is fully flexible and hydrogen production can fluctuate. 

➢ An alkaline system with a constant output of hydrogen, equal to the hourly demand. A battery 

system is installed to increase the utilization of wind energy, but the grid is also connected. It 

prioritizes wind energy but ensures a constant energy input into the electrolyser. No hydrogen 

storage tank is used since production equals the demand.  

➢ A second alkaline system is also examined where fluctuations are allowed within the load range 

of an alkaline electrolyser. This system is fitted with a hydrogen storage tank, which has a 

week’s hydrogen demand volume. The system is grid supported but can only utilize either the 

grid or wind energy. This means the load range of an alkaline system becomes a limiting factor, 

Table 8. Also, wind energy can be sold when the power amount does not meet the 

requirements of the electrolyser. 

 The above cases are then studied economically, NPV is used to compare each solution. Two 

boundaries/business models are examined. The first compiles the wind production with the hydrogen 

production as one company that focuses on selling green hydrogen. The second sets the company 

boundary around the electrolysis system only. This company then buys electricity to produce 

hydrogen. As for the constant output case, only a combined wind power/electrolysis company is 

studied since the overlap with the second alkaline system is large.   

 After analysing the various systems sizes performance/NPV, a sensitivity model is constructed 

for each case to understand how each variable affects the value of the system. This information is then 

analysed and used to analyse one additional system which could be competitive on the market. Actual 

code/calculations used for this study are presented in APPENDIX E: MATLAB code. Values used 

for sensitivity models and stationary values are presented in 3.3 Sensitivity, Table 10. 

 3.2.1 Performance modelling 

 The first step in the modelling process is to construct an approximation on the available power 

for each hour of a year. To create this, hourly wind data from Oxelösund (Renewable ninja, 2019) is 

scaled up to an average wind speed of 8.5 m/s, to match the expected windspeeds for the offshore 

location. This is then combined with an approximative offshore wind turbine power curve. The curve 
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is given as a function by postdoc Jon Olauson at KTHs electric power department and presented in 

Figure 41 (Olauson, 2019).  

 

Figure 41 Generic offshore wind turbine power curve 

 Actual calculations on how the windspeed is matched to the corresponding power output is 

presented in APPENDIX E: MATLAB code. A range of installed capacities, 800-1500 MW, are 

examined to understand the yearly behaviour and to be used in further calculations. The resulting 

production for an 800 MW wind farm is presented in Figure 42. 

 

Figure 42 Hourly power production in an 800 MW wind farm located in LI&II. 
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 It can be observed in Figure 42 that a lower production is acquired during summer months. 

Which is predicted since lower wind speeds, Figure 3, are available at this time. This might suggest 

that seasonal storage is required. 

 After acquiring the hourly outputs for each installed capacity, hydrogen production is 

calculated from the specific energy requirements, see Table 6. Each case is controlled differently, 

presented in 3.1 Background data, but excess energy is either sold or stored. These transactions are 

monitored and the performance cases for an 800 MW plant are presented in APPENDIX A: 

Comparing PEM and Alkaline system performances. It is clear when analysing each storage system that the 

battery has a sizing problem. Even with a large-scale system it cannot sustain such a large production. 

Furthermore, it can be observed that the PEM and flexible alkaline system are similar in their 

performance.  

 The next step is to see how system sizes affect the performance. APPENDIX B: Various system 

sizes performances presents the performance of an 1 100 and 1 500 MW PEM plant (in addition to 

APPENDIX A: Comparing PEM and Alkaline system performances). It becomes clear that larger systems 

could provide the desired amount of hydrogen if storage is available. One weeks’ demand storage 

volume results in almost a completely covered yearly demand in the 1 500 MW case. Which suggest 

seasonal storage would not be required. 

 When compiling the performance results for each case and installed capacity the graphs in 

Figure 43- Figure 45 are acquired.  

 

Figure 43 Produced hydrogen from wind power as a function of installed capacity and with 7 days hydrogen storage. 

 Figure 43 presents the amount of produced hydrogen, from wind power, for each capacity 

and case. It is clearly shown that the low flexibility of the alkaline system, constant 

production/demand and battery storage limitations results in a smaller hydrogen production from 

wind energy. The system could be designed larger to have a constant production which is larger than 

required and implement a storage tank to facilitate the additional produced hydrogen. But this would 

require further studies for optimization and the focus for this study is to understand the potential, not 

optimize a system. 
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Figure 44 Grid electricity purchases as a function of installed capacity with 7 days hydrogen storage. 

 In Figure 44 the demand for grid purchases are presented. It shows that the alkaline system 

with only battery storage does not have an as good capacity in utilizing the available wind power. Also 

shown is that the larger systems can reach almost 100 % of pure wind energy. Figure 45 present how 

much electricity that is available for sales back to the grid. This also present an increase with larger 

systems which is not only due to the increased production, but also the limited storage systems that 

get “maxed out”. 

 

Figure 45 Available electricity to be sold per year. 

 When analysing the maximum stored amount of hydrogen in the tanks and the related volume 

of this, it is observable that some sort of compression is required to facilitate the hydrogen. As 

mentioned in 2.4.6 Storage, most largescale hydrogen storage systems operate at up to 50 bars pressure. 

Analysing the maximum daily hydrogen demand as a function of pressure is presented in Figure 46. 

It is clearly shown that there is a large volume decrease for the first 50 bars and an exponential 

reduction of volume with each additional bar. Therefore 50 bars can be argued to be a valid option 

for this system and will be used during the analysis. To simplify the calculations, energy requirements 

for compression is not considered. 
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Figure 46 Daily maximum hydrogen volume demand as a function of pressure. 

 3.2.2 Economic modelling 

 To analyse the economic performance for each system, costs of wind energy needs to be 

analysed. This is partly to confirm if the system modelling is correct by comparing it to existing values 

and to understand what costs that are introduced to the system. If the levelized cost of energy (LCOE) 

is studied over a 25-year period with a discount rate of 4 %, Figure 47 is acquired. The equation used 

to calculate the LCOE is presented in 2.5.1 LCOE. 

 

 

Figure 47 LCOE as a function of installation costs. 

  

 In Figure 47, two cases are presented. Firstly, a base case that represent a system built with 

today’s regulations. A second case represent the maximum change if new grid rules are applied and 

the grid connection is subsidized. A total span from around 250 to 900 SEK/MWh can be observed. 
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This is considered reasonable since, according to industrial sources, lowest LCOE today is around 250 

SEK/MWh (Wärn, 2019). If applying the lower wind energy prices (installation costs) to an analysis 

of levelized cost of hydrogen (LCOH), Figure 48 can be obtained. These are slightly higher than the 

lowest reported values of 2019. 

 

Figure 48 LCOH at different discount rates. 

 The resulting NPV for all cases are presented in APPENDIX C: NPV for PEM and Alkaline 

systems, combined and stand alone, Figure 60-Figure 62. Stationary values used in the calculation of these 

NPV’s are presented in Table 10, 3.3 Sensitivity. Equation used for calculating NPV is presented in 

2.5.2 NPV. 

 When analysing the NPV graphs in APPENDIX C: NPV for PEM and Alkaline systems, combined 

and stand alone, it is clear that a positive NPV is possible to achieve. But the competitiveness of these 

suggested systems are discussable. In the case of these analyses, hydrogen prices are set to 325 SEK/kg 

which is much greater than the lowest available option with which it must be compared with, 50 

SEK/kg. Also, conclusions concerning the percentual relationship between windfarm and hydrogen 

plant investments can be observed. Around 25-33 % of the total initial investment would be towards 

the electrolysis system, depending on what type of system would be installed. With PEM cells being 

the more expensive option.   
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3.3 Sensitivity 

 To understand the effects each variable has on the overall value of the system a sensitivity 

analysis is performed. Each variable is varied within industrial standards or from values defined during 

the research process. The analysed variables and their studied span is presented in Table 10 while 

Table 11 presents variable explanations. 

Table 10 Sensitivity variables  

Variables, [stationary value] Analysed span, Unit [Percentual change] 

Rated power, [1000] 800-1 500 MW [80-150] 

Specific energy, [5] 4-7 kWh/Nm3 [80-140] 

Daily hydrogen demand, [2 

031 000] 

1 421 700-2 640 300 Nm3 [70-130] 

Tank volume, [284 340] (50 bars) 28 434-568 680 Nm3 [10-200] 

Wind electricity sell price, [550] 55-1 100 SEK/MWh [10-200] 

Grid electricity price, [600] 60-1 200 SEK/MWh [10-200] 

Hydrogen price, [325] 32.5-650 SEK/kg [10-200] 

Discount rate [10] 1-20 % [10-200] 

Storage price, [255] 25.5-510 SEK/Nm3 [10-200] 

Rated power, with seasonal 

storage= 26 weeks of hydrogen 

demand 

800-1 500 MW [80-150] 

PEM installation cost [18 300] 14 640-21 960 SEK/kW [80-120] 

Alkaline Installation cost [12 000] 8 400-15 600 SEK/kW [70-130] 

Battery size [240] 24-480 MWh [10-200] 

Battery cost [6155] 3 693-8 617 SEK/kWh [60-140] 

Wind investment cost [33 750] 20 000- 47 500 SEK/kWh Different for cases 
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Table 11 Variable explanations 

Variables Explanation 

Rated power Installed wind power and electrolyser capacity. 

Specific energy Energy requirement to produce 1 Nm3 of hydrogen. 

Daily hydrogen demand Potential hydrogen demand for steel factory if the carbon free method 

is applied. 

Tank volume Hydrogen tank storage volume in Nm3. Actual size is smaller due to 50 

bars pressure. 

Wind electricity sell price Wind electricity sell price, dependant on installation cost for wind 

farm. Based on LCOE. 

Grid electricity price Buy prise for grid electricity. 

Hydrogen price Hydrogen prise. Based on available markets prices from all production 

methods and production volumes. 

Storage price Price for hydrogen storage. Based on market values for all types and 

scales of storage. 

PEM installation cost  Price for PEM electrolyser systems. Based on available market data. 

Alkaline Installation cost Price for Alkaline electrolyser systems. Based on available market data. 

Battery size  Battery system capacity. Based on example. 

Battery cost  Battery system price. Based on market values for lithium batteries. 

Wind investment cost  Installation costs for offshore wind farms. Based on market values. 

 When introducing the values given in Table 10, sensitivity graphs can be acquired. These are 

presented in Figure 63-Figure 67, APPENDIX D: Sensitivity.  

 It is clear from the sensitivity analysis that hydrogen price, IRR and daily hydrogen demand 

has the strongest effect on NPV. Tank size does not affect the value of smaller systems, since these 

do not have the ability to “top up” the tank. But for systems larger than 1 100 MW, an accumulating 

amount of hydrogen could be produced and sold. If such a system was applied, additional hydrogen 

sale markets could be approached since more hydrogen is produced than required by the steel factory. 

It can also be observed that a high NPV is acquired, but this is using the average hydrogen price of 

325 SEK/kg. This could be considered uncompetitive compared to the industrial minimum of 50 

SEK/kg and a lower price might be required. Which will be studied further in 3.4 Competitive model and 

4 RESULTS. 

 Depending on business model, different hydrogen prices are required to achieve a positive 

NPV. These stretch from around 65 SEK/kg to 130 SEK/kg. These prices are at a high discount rate. 

By reducing the return rate lower hydrogen prices could be achieved. But this might not be required 

since the lowest hydrogen prices today are based on fossil processes and green hydrogen could be 

valued higher. 
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3.4 Competitive model 

 To examine if an electrolysis system could be profitable at a competitive low hydrogen price 

(50 SEK/kg), a low IRR (2 %) and higher hydrogen demand (2 516 000 Nm3) is introduced. Other 

values are kept to their standard, presented in Table 10, to eliminate multivariable impact as much as 

possible. 

 This analysis is performed since to have a competitive hydrogen production two aspects can 

be considered, hydrogen price and environmental aspects. Since the environmental aspects are 

difficult to value for another party, the remaining parameter that is required to consider is the 

hydrogen price. On an ideal market the green hydrogen would be as cheap as its fossil counterpart in 

order of eliminating the fossil option completely. Therefore, this analysis is performed, to 

understand how electrolysis stands in comparison to fossil hydrogen production if the lowest 

hydrogen price is used. 

 

 The analysis focuses on a PEM system, since the behaviour for all cases are similar and it 

works best with intermittent power sources. Figure 49 and Figure 50 presents the resulting NPV for 

the two different business cases. 

 

Figure 49 NPV over various capacities of standalone PEM system with high market competitiveness. 

 From Figure 49 it is clear that smaller systems have a higher NPV than larger systems for 

standalone electrolysers. This is not surprising since even the smallest system can reach the required 

demand and for this case all electricity is bought for the same price. This results in the same cash 

flows for large and small systems, but larger systems have higher CAPEX/OPEX. Because of the 

higher OPEX a slight separation can be observed in NPV presented in Figure 49. 

 Observing Figure 50 presents an opposing result. Here NPV is seen to slowly merge due to 

the additional electricity sales provided by larger systems. But the rate is slow since electricity is of 

less value than hydrogen. Smaller systems are still more economically feasible since investment costs 

are lower. 
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Figure 50 NPV over various capacities of combined PEM/wind energy system with high market competitiveness. 

 The last step is to analyse the impact variables have on the value of a system for the 50 

SEK/kg case and evaluate if a system with competitive hydrogen price could be made profitable. 

Results for this is presented in 4 RESULTS. 
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4 RESULTS 

 In this chapter the results acquired during the project will be presented and discussed in order to achieve an 

overview. 

 It is clear when observing the produced power, Figure 42, that the intermittency of the power 

source must be accounted for by the electrolysis system. This could either be done by installing a PEM 

system that can operate during such conditions or by a grid supported alkaline system. An alkaline 

system could not only utilize wind energy since this would fluctuate. To determine what type of system 

and at what size, two different parameters can be used. The performance or the value. 

 If analysing the value of the systems, NPV in Figure 49 and Figure 50, it is clear that the 

smaller hydrogen/combined systems are more economically feasible. This seems to be due to the 

initial investment of the system and limited demand. Larger systems can produce more, but they do 

not have much more additional income since the sales of hydrogen are the same (no additional 

hydrogen demand) and electricity is worth less. From this information the optimal electrolyser system 

size would equal 450 MW, which is the minimum capacity that could cover the demand at Oxelösunds 

steel factory. If a smaller system was installed additional hydrogen is required and need to be bought 

from an external source. But with an increased hydrogen demand, hydrogen storage and electricity 

prices, larger systems could become more feasible.  

 When observing the performance, larger wind/electrolyser systems are preferable. For these 

a much larger portion of the wind energy is utilized in the electrolysis process and a “greener” product 

is achieved. Battery powered systems seems to not increase the proportion of wind energy much more.  

 Since investment costs seems to be the main concern when evaluating the NPV, it’s important 

to analyse the impact of investments with a sensitivity analysis at a low hydrogen price. This was 

performed and the results are presented in Figure 51 and Figure 52. 

 

Figure 51 NPV sensitivity of an offshore wind farm combined with a PEM system, at a hydrogen price of 50 

SEK/kg. 
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 When analysing Figure 51 it is shown that more variables have an impact on the NPV than in 

the previous cases, presented in 3 METHOD. As predicted, it is shown that the installation costs for 

each system now possess a greater portion of the overall value of the system. Rate of return and 

hydrogen demand still affects the NPV but with a lower impact than before while specific energy 

requirements now shows a larger impact.  

 

  Figure 52 presents the NPV sensitivity analysis for a standalone PEM system at a hydrogen 

price of 50 SEK/kg. Differences compared to the combined system is that now wind energy prices 

impacts the value. Furthermore, the PEM installation costs stands for a larger part of the initial 

investment and therefore affects the value more. Specific energy can also be observed to have a greater 

influence on value. This means that more efficient systems are important when constructing a system 

that shall be competitive.    

 

Figure 52 NPV sensitivity of a standalone PEM system, at a hydrogen price of 50 SEK/kg. 

 From all the above it is clear that when trying to achieve the lowest hydrogen prices on the 

market, to be competitive, installation costs has a large impact. From this information an additional 

system is created to examine a final NPV of a combined system and present the impact of higher 

prices for electricity. For this system, the investment costs (wind and electrolyser) are set to the lowest 

available, see Table 10. A second system with twice the electricity price is also presented. Results are 

presented in Figure 53 and Figure 54. 
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Figure 53 NPV for combined wind power and hydrogen system over a range of capacities. With low investment costs 

and hydrogen price. 

 Figure 53 presents that it is possible to create a positive NPV for a combined hydrogen/wind 

power system if industrial CAPEX minimums are available. Then payback times between 16-23 years 

are observed. Figure 54 shows the same system but with increased electricity prices (twice as high). It 

is then clear that the produced electricity, available for sales, impact the system more and larger systems 

become more valuable over time. Payback time stays about the same but reversed, which is due to the 

increased electricity price both for buying or selling. 

 

Figure 54 NPV for combined wind power and hydrogen system over a range of capacities. With low investment 

costs/hydrogen price and double electricity prices. 
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5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

This chapter will discuss the results from this study and present conclusions made.   

5.1 Discussion 

 The purpose of this study was to evaluate economic potential in electrolysis systems connected 

to an offshore windfarm (in other words an intermittent power source). From the results it is clear 

that an economic system can be constructed if favourable values of parameters such as hydrogen price, 

IRR, investments cost and others are available. Furthermore, it is shown that it is possible to create 

systems that produce 100 % green hydrogen when utilizing efficient storage systems.  

 Difficulties arise when trying to construct a market competitive system, but it is achievable. 

Figure 51 and Figure 52 presents that by only changing a single variable (easiest IRR), a positive system 

could be created. In addition, Figure 53 and Figure 54 shows that if market minimum CAPEX is 

available when constructing, positive NPV systems can be created. Higher electricity prices would 

further improve this for larger scaled systems but harm smaller. 

 It is also important to note, that providing hydrogen to the lowest price on the market might 

not be the aim. After discussions with SVO, talks of a hydrogen purchase agreement (HPA) was 

mentioned. This would work in the same way as a PPA and higher hydrogen prices could be 

negotiated. It would be possible in an agreement for constant hydrogen deliverable, for a set number 

of years. The security in such an agreement could provide business leverage to ensure higher hydrogen 

prices. Furthermore, lower IRR could be utilized in “secure” projects that have deals stretching over 

multiple years since the interests in project with set revenues are high. Such deals can close to ensure 

some return on investment. 

 In addition to hydrogen, some other sources of income could be acquired. As previously 

mentioned, heat and oxygen are other “biproducts” from the electrolysis. Oxygen could easily be sold 

as a separate product on an already established market. Prices on oxygen are not high (500 SEK/ton 

(Grahn & Jannasch, 2018))  but since it’s an additional product of the process it would only increase 

the value. Heat could potentially be utilized in the steel factory itself or by adding it to a district heating 

system. Both these cases would need to be studied further to evaluate the potential.  

 There are multiple variables that need to be discussed concerning the actual design of an 

electrolysis system. It is clear that to achieve a good usage of an intermittent power source, a hydrogen 

storage system of some sort needs to be utilized. Also, it needs to be of a substantial size. It could be 

done by multiple tanks or if accessible, underground storage. Regional circumstances needs to be 

considered to understand what the more feasible option is.  

 Economically it is shown that which storage system is used does not matter much, because of 

the already large investments required for other components. Energy requirements concerning 

pressurizing the hydrogen would be needed to be studied further. For this study no demands on 

pressure was put since information on required delivery pressure or volume constraints were 

unavailable. If higher pressures are demanded this could potentially change the outcome of the system. 
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 Concerning battery storage, it is shown that there is not enough potential to handle the amount 

of energy from systems of this scale. They could be applied in order of intermittency control, but it 

seems like even daily changes are too large to be handled by these systems. This could be solved with 

additional investments, but such large systems are not used today anywhere in the world and therefore 

not considered during this project. 

 A major design decision concerns what type of electrolysers that will be used. Alkaline systems 

show the greater potential when it comes to price. It could be the more efficient option since initial 

investments are one of the main concerns. But PEM cells have an advantage in their flexibility which 

is of importance when utilizing intermittent power sources. Such a system could be easier to control 

and more adapted to the circumstances.  

 It could also be possible to not necessarily choose one or the other. A combined system, where 

alkaline cells cover the base load and PEM cells are used for the power changes could be applied. Such 

a system would need to be studied further and optimized. But the time schedule for the project needs 

to be taken into consideration when deciding between the two options. PEM cells are more expensive 

today but are predicted to be the dominant technology around 2025. This could change the 

circumstances and the advantage of the alkaline system could be lost.    

5.2 Conclusions 

 The main conclusion is that there is an economic potential for electrolysis systems in relation 

to offshore wind energy. What value this system might take, mostly comes down to investment costs, 

electricity prices and agreements between the concerned parties. In addition, green hydrogen could 

potentially be valued higher than market minimums and therefore increase the economic potential 

further. It can also be discussed that a deal stretching over multiple years could be considered stable 

and in turn increase value. Availability power production and hydrogen storage mostly affects the 

amount of green energy that is utilized in the process.  
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6 FUTURE WORKS 

 In this chapter possible future works are presented.  

6.1 Future works 

 Different types of possible future works have been encountered during this study. First a direct 

continuation to this study. It was shown that there is an economic potential within hydrogen 

production in relation to offshore wind energy. But any optimization of such a system has not yet 

been examined. By further studying parameters and their effects a more definitive solution could be 

proposed for a set number of circumstances. 

  In addition to the direct continuation each part of this study could be examined more. It was 

shown that the hydrogen storage played a vital role in the amount of hydrogen produced from wind 

energy. This could be further studied and optimized in order to understand what kind of storage 

systems could be used and control measures to ensure a met demand. Also, evaluating the accessibility 

of large-scale hydrogen storage in Sweden could be used to determine the potential of hydrogen in 

the Swedish society. 

  For this study the transmission was simplified to a direct connection with some smaller losses. 

By more precise modelling greater understanding for the system as a hole could be acquired and a 

more precise model could be built to analyse the economic potential of similar projects.  

 Studying regional effects, legislations and circumstances could present insight into the 

probability for projects like this and provide information on additional markets that could be explored.  

 Since a large portion of the economic potential boils down to business between the concerned 

parties, studies on this subject could greatly increase the understanding and direction these projects 

must take.  

 This study focuses on the carbon free steel future by hydrogen. But this entire system is not 

used today. The first pilot plant is under construction by HYBRIT. Each subsystem and their 

interconnections are studied. But since this is the first testing facility each subsystem needs to be 

studied further and how the system works together needs to be analysed. This could provide more 

information on how well such a system actually works.   
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APPENDIX A: Comparing PEM and Alkaline system performances 

 

Figure 55 800 MW PEM system, 7 days hydrogen storage. 
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Figure 56 800 MW Alkaline system, 7 days hydrogen storage 
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Figure 57 800 Alkaline system, 240 MWh battery storage. 
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APPENDIX B: Various system sizes performances 

 

Figure 58 1 100 MW PEM system, 7 days hydrogen storage. 
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Figure 59 1 500 MW PEM system, 7 days hydrogen storage. 
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APPENDIX C: NPV for PEM and Alkaline systems, combined and stand alone 

 

Figure 60 NPV for various capacities. a)  Offshore windfarm and PEM system together. b) PEM stand-alone system  
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Figure 61 NPV for various capacities. a)  Offshore windfarm and alkaline system together. b) Alkaline stand-alone system.  
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Figure 62 NPV for various capacities. Offshore windfarm and alkaline system together. Constant hydrogen output. 
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APPENDIX D: Sensitivity 

 

Figure 63 NPV sensitivity graph for wind power combined with PEM system.  
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Figure 64 NPV sensitivity graph for standalone PEM system. 
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Figure 65 NPV sensitivity graph for wind power combined with Alkaline system, flexible system. 
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Figure 66 NPV sensitivity graph with standalone alkaline system, flexible system. 
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Figure 67 NPV sensitivity graph for wind power combined with Alkaline system, constant output. 
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APPENDIX E: MATLAB code 

close all; clc; clear all; 

run('Windspeedfunction.m') 

AssumedAverageWindSpeed=8.5; 

Averagewindspeed=sum(Windspeed)/8760; 

Windspeed=Windspeed*AssumedAverageWindSpeed/Averagewindspeed; 

load('power_curve.mat') 

WindOutput=pc(Windspeed); % ger timvis effekt mellan 0 och 1 (dvs måste multipliceras med installerad effekt) 

for j=1:8760 

    if WindOutput(j)<0 

        WindOutput(j)=0; 

    end 

end 

  

u = (0:0.1:35); 

plot(u,pc(u)) 

axis([0 35 0 1.2]) 

title('Generic offshore wind turbine power curve') 

xlabel('[m/s]') 

ylabel('Generation factor') 

grid on 

%% Parameters 

% Turbine                          % MW 

RatedPower=[800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500];      % MW windfarm and electrolyser 

  

% Choosen Rated Power to plot in graphs 

PlotedCapacity=8;               % Position in Rated power 1,2,3,4...... 

  

% Transmission 

n=0.99;                         % Energy transmission and conversion from Windfarm to electrolyser losses 

  

% Electrolysers 

PEMflexRange=[0 1.6];           % PEM cell operation flexibility related to nominal capacity [0-160%] 

AlkalineflexRange=[0.15 1];     % Alkaline cell operation flexibility related to nominal capacity [15-100%] 

SpecificEnergy=5;               % kWh/Nm3 can vary between 4.2-7 kWh/Nm3 
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% Hydrogen Demand 

DailyHydrogenDemand=2031000;    % Nm3 varies between 1546000 and 2516000 Nm3 

HourlyHydrogenDemand=DailyHydrogenDemand/24; 

  

% Maximum Storage volume 

TankPressure=50;                % Bar 

TankVolume=DailyHydrogenDemand/TankPressure*7; % Nm3, size=one days demand. For large multiple with nr of days. 

  

% Battery 

BatterySize=240; % MWh 

  

windspeed=Windspeed; 

%% Wind speed distribution 

HistogramWindspeed=round(windspeed); 

figure 

histogram(HistogramWindspeed,'Normalization','probability') 

xlabel('Windspeed [m/s]') 

ylabel('Probability [%]') 

title('Wind speed probability distribution') 

grid on 

%% Yearly monthly average wind speed 

HPD=24; % Hours Per Day 

J=31; F=28; M=31;A=30;Ma=31;Ju=30;Jul=31;Au=31;S=30;O=31;N=30;D=31; %Days in mothes 

  

MonthlyWindAverage=[sum(windspeed(1:HPD*J))/(HPD*J); 

    sum(windspeed(HPD*J:HPD*(J+F)))/(HPD*(F)); 

    sum(windspeed(HPD*(J+F):HPD*(J+F+M)))/(HPD*(M)) 

    sum(windspeed(HPD*(J+F+M):HPD*(J+F+M+A)))/(HPD*(A)) 

    sum(windspeed(HPD*(J+F+M+A):HPD*(J+F+M+A+Ma)))/(HPD*(Ma)) 

    sum(windspeed(HPD*(J+F+M+A+Ma):HPD*(J+F+M+A+Ma+Ju)))/(HPD*(Ju)) 

    sum(windspeed(HPD*(J+F+M+A+Ma+Ju):HPD*(J+F+M+A+Ma+Ju+Jul)))/(HPD*(Jul)) 

    sum(windspeed(HPD*(J+F+M+A+Ma+Ju+Jul):HPD*(J+F+M+A+Ma+Ju+Jul+Au)))/(HPD*(Au)) 

    sum(windspeed(HPD*(J+F+M+A+Ma+Ju+Jul+Au):HPD*(J+F+M+A+Ma+Ju+Jul+Au+S)))/(HPD*(S)) 

    sum(windspeed(HPD*(J+F+M+A+Ma+Ju+Jul+Au+S):HPD*(J+F+M+A+Ma+Ju+Jul+Au+S+O)))/(HPD*(O)) 

    sum(windspeed(HPD*(J+F+M+A+Ma+Ju+Jul+Au+S+O):HPD*(J+F+M+A+Ma+Ju+Jul+Au+S+O+N)))/(HPD*(N)) 

    sum(windspeed(HPD*(J+F+M+A+Ma+Ju+Jul+Au+S+O+N):HPD*(J+F+M+A+Ma+Ju+Jul+Au+S+O+N+D)))/(HPD*(D)) 

    ]; 

figure 
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bar(MonthlyWindAverage) 

xlabel('Month') 

ylabel('Wind speed average [m/s]') 

title('Yearly monthly average wind speed') 

month= {'Jan','Feb','Mar','Apr','May','Jun','Jul','Aug','Sep','Oct','Nov','Dec'}; 

xticklabels(month) 

grid on 

  

%% Wind energy produced 

  

TotalProducedPower=1000*RatedPower.*WindOutput; 

TotalProducedPower=TotalProducedPower'; 

figure 

plot(1:8760,TotalProducedPower(PlotedCapacity,:)/1000) 

title('Power production from Långgrund I and II') 

xlabel('Hour of the year') 

ylabel('MWh') 

%% Hydrogen Production PEM 

EnergyInput=TotalProducedPower*n; 

Y=size(EnergyInput); 

ProducedHydrogenPEM=[]; 

  

for i=1:Y(1) 

    for j=1:Y(2) 

        if EnergyInput(i,j)> 1000*RatedPower(i)*PEMflexRange(1) 

            if EnergyInput(i,j)<1000*RatedPower(i)*PEMflexRange(2) 

                ProducedHydrogenPEM(i,j)=EnergyInput(i,j)/SpecificEnergy; 

            else 

                ProducedHydrogenPEM(i,j)=0; 

            end 

        else 

            ProducedHydrogenPEM(i,j)=0; 

        end 

    end 

end 

  

%% Hydrogen system PEM, meeting demand 

Y=size(ProducedHydrogenPEM); 
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MeetHydrogenDemandFromPEM=[]; 

GridRequiermentsPEM=[]; 

StorageLevelPEM=[]; 

ElectricityForSalePEM=zeros(length(RatedPower),8760); 

  

for i=1:Y(1) 

    StorageFlowPEM=0; 

    StoragePEM=0; 

    for j=1:Y(2) 

        if ProducedHydrogenPEM(i,j)>=HourlyHydrogenDemand 

           MeetHydrogenDemandFromPEM(i,j)=HourlyHydrogenDemand; 

           StorageFlowPEM=ProducedHydrogenPEM(i,j)-HourlyHydrogenDemand; 

           GridRequiermentsPEM(i,j)=0; 

           StoragePEM=StoragePEM+StorageFlowPEM; 

           if StoragePEM>=TankVolume*TankPressure 

               ElectricityForSalePEM(i,j)=(StoragePEM-TankVolume*TankPressure)*SpecificEnergy; 

               ProducedHydrogenPEM(i,j)=ProducedHydrogenPEM(i,j)-(StoragePEM-TankVolume*TankPressure); 

               StoragePEM=TankVolume*TankPressure; 

           end 

        else 

           MeetHydrogenDemandFromPEM(i,j)=ProducedHydrogenPEM(i,j); 

           if StoragePEM>=0 

               StorageFlowPEM=HourlyHydrogenDemand-ProducedHydrogenPEM(i,j); 

               if StorageFlowPEM>StoragePEM 

                   StorageFlowPEM=StoragePEM; 

               end 

           end 

               GridRequiermentsPEM(i,j)=HourlyHydrogenDemand-ProducedHydrogenPEM(i,j)-StorageFlowPEM; 

               StoragePEM=StoragePEM-StorageFlowPEM; 

        end 

        StorageLevelPEM(i,j)=StoragePEM; 

    end 

end 

figure 

subplot(2,2,1) 

plot(1:8760,MeetHydrogenDemandFromPEM(PlotedCapacity,:),'b') 

title('Hydrogen production from wind power') 

ylabel('Nm^{3} hydrogen') 
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grid on 

subplot(2,2,2) 

plot(1:8760,GridRequiermentsPEM(PlotedCapacity,:),'r') 

title('Hydrogen production from grid') 

ylabel('Nm^{3} hydrogen') 

grid on 

subplot(2,2,3) 

plot(1:8760,StorageLevelPEM(PlotedCapacity,:)) 

title(['Hydrogen storage volume, in Nm^{3}']); %at ',num2str(TankPressure),' bar']) 

ylabel('Nm^{3} hydrogen') 

xlabel('Hour of the year') 

grid on 

subplot(2,2,4) 

plot(1:8760,ElectricityForSalePEM(PlotedCapacity,:)/1000) 

title(['Available electricity sales']) 

ylabel('MWh') 

xlabel('Hour of the year')   

grid on 

suptitle([num2str(RatedPower(PlotedCapacity)),' MW system, PEM cells, flexible production']) 

%% Hydrogen Production Alkaline 

EnergyInput=TotalProducedPower*n; 

Y=size(EnergyInput); 

ProducedHydrogenAlkaline=[]; 

ElectricityForSaleAlkaline=zeros(length(RatedPower),8760); 

  

  

for i=1:Y(1) 

    for j=1:Y(2) 

        if EnergyInput(i,j)> 1000*RatedPower(i)*AlkalineflexRange(1) 

            if EnergyInput(i,j)<1000*RatedPower(i)*AlkalineflexRange(2) 

                ProducedHydrogenAlkaline(i,j)=EnergyInput(i,j)/SpecificEnergy; 

            else 

                ProducedHydrogenAlkaline(i,j)=0; 

                ElectricityForSaleAlkaline(i,j)=EnergyInput(i,j); 

            end 

        else 

             

            ProducedHydrogenAlkaline(i,j)=0; 
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            ElectricityForSaleAlkaline(i,j)=EnergyInput(i,j); 

        end 

    end 

end 

%% Hydrogen system Alkaline, meeting demand 

Y=size(ProducedHydrogenAlkaline); 

MeetHydrogenDemandFromAlkaline=[]; 

GridRequiermentsAlkaline=[]; 

StorageLevelAlkaline=[]; 

%ElectricityForSaleAlkaline=zeros(length(RatedPower),8760); 

  

for i=1:Y(1) 

    StorageFlowAlkaline=0; 

    StorageAlkaline=0; 

    for j=1:Y(2) 

        if ProducedHydrogenAlkaline(i,j)>=HourlyHydrogenDemand 

           MeetHydrogenDemandFromAlkaline(i,j)=HourlyHydrogenDemand; 

           StorageFlowAlkaline=ProducedHydrogenAlkaline(i,j)-HourlyHydrogenDemand; 

           GridRequiermentsAlkaline(i,j)=0; 

           StorageAlkaline=StorageAlkaline+StorageFlowAlkaline; 

           if StorageAlkaline>=TankVolume*TankPressure 

               ElectricityForSaleAlkaline(i,j)=(StorageAlkaline-TankVolume*TankPressure)*SpecificEnergy; 

               ProducedHydrogenAlkaline(i,j)=ProducedHydrogenAlkaline(i,j)-(StorageAlkaline-TankVolume*TankPressure); 

               StorageAlkaline=TankVolume*TankPressure; 

           end 

        else 

           MeetHydrogenDemandFromAlkaline(i,j)=ProducedHydrogenAlkaline(i,j); 

           if StorageAlkaline>=0 

               StorageFlowAlkaline=HourlyHydrogenDemand-ProducedHydrogenAlkaline(i,j); 

               if StorageFlowAlkaline>StorageAlkaline 

                   StorageFlowAlkaline=StorageAlkaline; 

               end 

           end 

               GridRequiermentsAlkaline(i,j)=HourlyHydrogenDemand-ProducedHydrogenAlkaline(i,j)-StorageFlowAlkaline; 

               StorageAlkaline=StorageAlkaline-StorageFlowAlkaline; 

        end 

        StorageLevelAlkaline(i,j)=StorageAlkaline; 

        if StorageLevelAlkaline(i,j)> TankVolume*TankPressure 
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            StorageLevelAlkaline(i,j)=TankVolume; 

        end 

    end 

end 

figure 

subplot(2,2,1) 

plot(1:8760,MeetHydrogenDemandFromAlkaline(PlotedCapacity,:),'b') 

title('Hydrogen production from wind power') 

ylabel('Nm^{3} hydrogen') 

grid on 

subplot(2,2,2) 

plot(1:8760,GridRequiermentsAlkaline(PlotedCapacity,:),'r') 

title('Hydrogen production from grid') 

ylabel('Nm^{3} hydrogen') 

grid on 

subplot(2,2,3) 

plot(1:8760,StorageLevelAlkaline(PlotedCapacity,:)) 

title(['Hydrogen storage volume, in Nm^{3}']); %at ',num2str(TankPressure),' bar'])) 

ylabel('Nm^{3} hydrogen') 

xlabel('Hour of the year') 

grid on 

subplot(2,2,4) 

plot(1:8760,ElectricityForSaleAlkaline(PlotedCapacity,:)/1000) 

title(['Available electricity sales']) 

ylabel('MWh') 

xlabel('Hour of the year')   

grid on 

suptitle([num2str(RatedPower(PlotedCapacity)),' MW system, alkaline cells, flexible production']) 

  

%% Alkaline constant output 

  

EnergyInput=TotalProducedPower*n; 

Y=size(EnergyInput); 

ProducedHydrogenAlkalineconstant=[]; 

ElectricityForSaleAlkalineconstant=zeros(length(RatedPower),8760); 

GridHydrogenDemandAlkalineconstant=[]; 

BatteryLevel=[]; 

UsedBattery=[]; 
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for i=1:Y(1) 

    Batteryflow=0; 

    Battery=0; 

    for j=1:Y(2) 

        if EnergyInput(i,j)/SpecificEnergy>=HourlyHydrogenDemand 

            ProducedHydrogenAlkalineconstant(i,j)=HourlyHydrogenDemand; 

            GridHydrogenDemandAlkalineconstant(i,j)=0; 

            Batteryflow=(EnergyInput(i,j)/SpecificEnergy-HourlyHydrogenDemand)*SpecificEnergy; 

            Battery=Battery+Batteryflow; 

            if Battery>=BatterySize*1000 

                ElectricityForSaleAlkalineconstant(i,j)=Battery-BatterySize*1000; 

                Battery=BatterySize*1000; 

            end 

        else 

            ProducedHydrogenAlkalineconstant(i,j)=EnergyInput(i,j)/SpecificEnergy; 

                if Battery>=0 

                    Batteryflow=HourlyHydrogenDemand*SpecificEnergy-EnergyInput(i,j); 

                    if Batteryflow>Battery 

                        Batteryflow=Battery; 

                    end 

                end 

                GridHydrogenDemandAlkalineconstant(i,j)=HourlyHydrogenDemand-(EnergyInput(i,j)+Batteryflow)/SpecificEnergy; 

                Battery=Battery-Batteryflow; 

                UsedBattery(i,j)=Batteryflow; 

        end 

        BatteryLevel(i,j)=Battery; 

        if BatteryLevel(i,j)>BatterySize*1000 

            BatteryLevel(i,j)=BatterySize*1000; 

        end 

    end 

end 

figure 

subplot(2,2,1) 

plot(1:8760,ProducedHydrogenAlkalineconstant(PlotedCapacity,:),'b') 

title('Hydrogen production from wind power') 

ylabel('Nm^{3} hydrogen') 
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grid on 

subplot(2,2,2) 

plot(1:8760,GridHydrogenDemandAlkalineconstant(PlotedCapacity,:),'r') 

title('Hydrogen production from grid') 

ylabel('Nm^{3} hydrogen') 

grid on 

subplot(2,2,3) 

plot(1:8760,BatteryLevel(PlotedCapacity,:)/1000) 

title(['Battery storage, in MWh']); 

ylabel('MWh') 

xlabel('Hour of the year') 

grid on 

subplot(2,2,4) 

plot(1:8760,ElectricityForSaleAlkalineconstant(PlotedCapacity,:)/1000) 

title(['Available electricity sales']) 

ylabel('MWh') 

xlabel('Hour of the year')   

grid on 

suptitle([num2str(RatedPower(PlotedCapacity)),' MW system, alkaline cells, constant production']) 

close all; clear all; clc; 

run('energyproduced.m') 

  

%% Economic Parameters 

  

% System Parameters 

ExaminedTime=25;                    % Years 

  

% Turbine 

CAPEXTurbineVary=[20000;25000;30000;35000;40000;45000;47500]; % sek/kW 

OPEXTurbineVary=CAPEXTurbineVary*0.03;                  % sek/year 

SavingsFromGridRules=0.3;                               % 30% is the maximum savable amount from isntallation cost if grid rules 

change 

  

% Electrisity 

WindElectricitySellPrice=550;                % sek/MWh [300 to 800] 

GridElectricityBuyPrice=600;                % sek/MWh   

GridElectricitySellPrice=WindElectricitySellPrice;                % sek/MWh 
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% Hydrogen 

HydrogenPrice=325;                   % sek/kg [50 to 600] 

InitialPEMvary=[14600;16000;18000;20000;22000];% [sek/kW] 

OPEXPEMvary=0.03*InitialPEMvary; 

%% Production analysis 

TotalProducedYearlyEnergyPerCapacity=sum(TotalProducedPower(:,:)');     % kWh/year 

TotalProducedYearlyHydrogenPEM=sum(ProducedHydrogenPEM(:,:)');          % Nm3/year 

TotalProducedYearlyHydrogenAlkaline=sum(ProducedHydrogenAlkaline(:,:)');% Nm3/year 

TotalProducedYearlyHydrogenAlkalineconstant=sum(ProducedHydrogenAlkalineconstant(:,:)')+sum(UsedBattery(:,:)'); 

TotalGridDemandPEM=sum(GridRequiermentsPEM(:,:)')*SpecificEnergy;       % kWh/year 

TotalGridDemandAlkaline=sum(GridRequiermentsAlkaline(:,:)')*SpecificEnergy; % kWh/year 

TotalGridDemandAlkalineconstant=sum(GridHydrogenDemandAlkalineconstant(:,:)')*SpecificEnergy; 

MaxStoredHydrogenPEM=max(StorageLevelPEM(:,:)');                        % Nm3 

MaxStoredHydrogenAlkaline=max(StorageLevelAlkaline(:,:)');              % Nm3 

TotalElectricityForSalePEM=sum(ElectricityForSalePEM(:,:)');            % kWh 

TotalElectricityForSaleAlkaline=sum(ElectricityForSaleAlkaline(:,:)');  % kWh 

TotalElectricityForSaleAlkalineconstant=sum(ElectricityForSaleAlkalineconstant(:,:)'); 

  

%% Cost/revenues of products 

HydrogenCostPEM=TotalProducedYearlyHydrogenPEM*HydrogenPrice*0.0899;                    % Possible income from a PEM hydrogen system 

HydrogenCostAlkaline=TotalProducedYearlyHydrogenAlkaline*HydrogenPrice*0.0899;          % Possible income from a Alkaline hydrogen 

system 

GridElectricityCostPEM=TotalGridDemandPEM/1000*GridElectricityBuyPrice;                 % Costs to by electricity from grid to PEM 

system 

GridElectricityCostAlkaline=TotalGridDemandAlkaline/1000*GridElectricityBuyPrice;       % Costs to by electricity from grid to 

Alkaline system 

GridElectricityCostAlkalineconstant=TotalGridDemandAlkalineconstant/1000*GridElectricityBuyPrice; 

SoldElectricityPEM=TotalElectricityForSalePEM/1000*GridElectricitySellPrice;            % Revenues from selling excess electricity 

from PEM system 

SoldElectricityAlkaline=TotalElectricityForSaleAlkaline/1000*GridElectricitySellPrice;  % Revenues from selling excess electricity 

from Alkaline system 

  

%% Cost of.... 

% Cost of electricity as a function 

rated=0.04; 

EnergyFlow=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]; 

for j=1:length(EnergyFlow) 

    for i=1:ExaminedTime 
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        EnergyFlow(j)=EnergyFlow(j)+TotalProducedYearlyEnergyPerCapacity(j)/((1+rated)^i); 

    end 

end 

RatedPowerLCOE=[]; 

for j=1:length(RatedPower) 

    for i=1:length(CAPEXTurbineVary) 

        InitialYearCost=(RatedPower(j)*1000*CAPEXTurbineVary(i)+RatedPower(j)*1000*OPEXTurbineVary(i))/((1+rated)^1); 

        CostYear=0; 

        for f=2:length(ExaminedTime) 

            CostYear=(CostYear+RatedPower(j)*1000*OPEXTurbineVary(i))/((1+rated)^(f)); 

        end 

        RatedPowerLCOE(j,i)=(InitialYearCost+CostYear)/EnergyFlow(j); 

    end 

     

end 

  

RatedPowerLCOEGridRules=[]; 

for j=1:length(RatedPower) 

    for i=1:length(CAPEXTurbineVary) 

        InitialYearCost=(RatedPower(j)*1000*CAPEXTurbineVary(i)*(1-

SavingsFromGridRules)+RatedPower(j)*1000*OPEXTurbineVary(i))/((1+rated)^1); 

        CostYear=0; 

        for f=2:length(ExaminedTime) 

            CostYear=(CostYear+RatedPower(j)*1000*OPEXTurbineVary(i))/((1+rated)^(f)); 

        end 

        RatedPowerLCOEGridRules(j,i)=(InitialYearCost+CostYear)/EnergyFlow(j); 

    end 

     

end 

  

figure 

plot(RatedPower,GridElectricityCostPEM/10^6) 

grid on 

title('Grid electricity purchases as a function of installed capacity') 

xlabel('[MW]') 

ylabel('[MSEK]') 

hold on 

plot(RatedPower,GridElectricityCostAlkaline/10^6) 
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hold on 

plot(RatedPower,GridElectricityCostAlkalineconstant/10^6) 

legend('PEM, flexible system','Alkaline system with flexible output','Alkaline system with constant output') 

  

  

figure 

plot(RatedPower,TotalProducedYearlyHydrogenPEM/10^6) 

grid on 

title('Produced hydrogen from windpower as a function of installed capacity') 

xlabel('[MW]') 

ylabel('[MNm^{3}]') 

hold on 

plot(RatedPower,TotalProducedYearlyHydrogenAlkaline/10^6) 

hold on 

plot(RatedPower,TotalProducedYearlyHydrogenAlkalineconstant/10^6) 

legend('PEM, flexible system','Alkaline system with flexible output','Alkaline system with constant output') 

  

figure 

plot(CAPEXTurbineVary*1000,RatedPowerLCOE(1,:)*1000) 

hold on 

plot(CAPEXTurbineVary*1000,RatedPowerLCOEGridRules*1000) 

grid on 

title('LCOE from windfarm as function of installationcosts') 

xlabel('Installationcosts [SEK/MW]') 

ylabel('LCOE [SEK/MWh]') 

legend('LCOE basecase','LCOE with maximum grid rule changes') 

  

figure 

plot(RatedPower,TotalElectricityForSalePEM/(10^9)) 

grid on 

title('Avaliable electricity to be sold as a funktion of rated capacity') 

xlabel('[MW]') 

ylabel('[TWh]') 

hold on 

plot(RatedPower,TotalElectricityForSaleAlkaline/(10^9)) 

hold on 

plot(RatedPower,TotalElectricityForSaleAlkalineconstant/(10^9)) 

legend('PEM flexible system','Alkaline system with flexible output','Alkaline system with constant output') 
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%% cost of hydrogen 

figure 

for k=0:0.02:0.1 

RateOfReturnHydrogen=0.04+k; 

HydrogenFlow=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]; 

for j=1:length(HydrogenFlow) 

    for i=1:ExaminedTime 

        HydrogenFlow(j)=HydrogenFlow(j)+((TotalProducedYearlyHydrogenPEM(j))*0.0899)/((1+RateOfReturnHydrogen)^i); 

    end 

end 

LCOH=[]; 

for j=1:length(RatedPower) 

    for i=1:length(InitialPEMvary) 

        

InitialYearCost=(RatedPower(j)*1000*min(CAPEXTurbineVary)+RatedPower(j)*1000*min(OPEXTurbineVary)+RatedPower(j)*1000*InitialPEMvary(i)

+RatedPower(j)*1000*OPEXPEMvary(i))/((1+RateOfReturnHydrogen)^1); 

        CostYear=0; 

        for f=2:length(ExaminedTime) 

            

CostYear=(CostYear+RatedPower(j)*1000*min(OPEXTurbineVary)+RatedPower(j)*1000*OPEXPEMvary(i))/((1+RateOfReturnHydrogen)^(f)); 

        end 

        LCOH(j,i)=(InitialYearCost+CostYear)/HydrogenFlow(j); 

    end 

     

end 

  

  

plot(InitialPEMvary/1000,LCOH(1,:)) 

title('Levelized cost of hydrogen, at different discount rates ') 

xlabel('Installation cost of PEM [Thousand SEK/kW]') 

ylabel('LCOH [SEK/kg]') 

grid on 

hold on 

end 

legend('4%','6%','8%','10%') 

close all; clear all; clc; 

run('Economics.m') 
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% Rate of return, project time 

Sens=[]; 

  

r=0.1;%[0.01:0.01:0.2]; 

  

ExaminedTime=25; 

% Initial Investments 

  

InitialPEM=18300;       % [sek/kW] [14600:100:22000] 

InitialAlkaline=12000;   % [sek/kW][8300:100:15700] 

StoragePrice=255;           % sek/Nm3[10:10:500] 

CAPEXTurbine=sum(CAPEXTurbineVary)/length(CAPEXTurbineVary);%sek/kW 

OPEXTurbine=CAPEXTurbine*0.03;              % sek/year 

BatteryCost=6155;                % SEK/kwh [3670:8640] SEK/kWh 

  

% Operationall costs 

OPEX=0.02  ;                         % [%] of CAPEX 

BuyPriceWindenergy=WindElectricitySellPrice; % sek/MWh 

BuyPriceGridenergy=GridElectricityBuyPrice;% sek/MWh 

StackReplacementPEM=420*1000;                    % sek/MW 

StackReplacementAlkaline=340*1000;                    % sek/MW 

  

% Lifetime 

LifeTimePEM=5;                % [Years] 

LifeTimeAlkaline=9;           % [Years] 

  

% Income 

SellPriceElectricity=GridElectricitySellPrice; % sek/MWh 

  

SellPriceHydrogen=HydrogenPrice;               % sek/kg [50 to 600] 

  

%% NPV Wind + hydrogen system PEM 

inflowPEM=[]; 

outflowPEM=[]; 

YearlyFlow=[]; 

  

for i=1:length(RatedPower) 

    for j=1:ExaminedTime 
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inflowPEM(i,j)=(TotalProducedYearlyHydrogenPEM(i)+sum(GridRequiermentsPEM(i,:)))*0.0899*SellPriceHydrogen+TotalElectricityForSalePEM(i

)/1000*SellPriceElectricity; 

        

outflowPEM(i,j)=RatedPower(i)*InitialPEM*1000*OPEX+(TotalGridDemandPEM(i)/1000)*BuyPriceGridenergy+OPEXTurbine*RatedPower(i)*1000; 

        if mod(j,LifeTimePEM)==0 

            outflowPEM(i,j)=outflowPEM(i,j)+StackReplacementPEM*RatedPower(i); 

        end 

        YearlyFlow(i,j)=(inflowPEM(i,j)-outflowPEM(i,j))/((1+(r))^j); 

    end 

end 

  

InitialPEMvalue=RatedPower*(InitialPEM+CAPEXTurbine)*1000+TankVolume*StoragePrice; 

  

NPVPerCapacity=[]; 

for i=1:length(RatedPower) 

    NPVPerCapacity(i,1)=-InitialPEMvalue(i); 

    for j=1:length(YearlyFlow) 

        NPVPerCapacity(i,j+1)=NPVPerCapacity(i,j)+YearlyFlow(i,j); 

    end 

end 

NPVPerCapacity(:,26); 

figure 

plot(0:25,NPVPerCapacity(:,:)/10^9) 

grid on 

title('NPV for PEM systems in combination with offshore windfarms') 

xlabel('Years') 

ylabel('Billion SEK') 

legend('800 MW','900 MW','1000 MW','1100 MW','1200 MW','1300 MW','1400 MW','1500 MW') 

%% sensitivity PEM Combi 

x=3; % Examined system 

inflowPEM=[]; 

outflowPEM=[]; 

YearlyFlow=[]; 

  

  

    for j=1:ExaminedTime 
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inflowPEM(j)=(TotalProducedYearlyHydrogenPEM(x)+sum(GridRequiermentsPEM(x,:)))*0.0899*SellPriceHydrogen+TotalElectricityForSalePEM(x)/

1000*SellPriceElectricity; 

        

outflowPEM(j)=RatedPower(x)*InitialPEM*1000*OPEX+(TotalGridDemandPEM(x)/1000)*BuyPriceGridenergy+OPEXTurbine*RatedPower(x)*1000; 

        if mod(j,LifeTimePEM)==0 

            outflowPEM(j)=outflowPEM(j)+StackReplacementPEM*RatedPower(x); 

        end 

        YearlyFlow(j)=(inflowPEM(j)-outflowPEM(j))/((1+(r))^j); 

    end 

  

  

InitialPEMvalue=RatedPower(x)*(InitialPEM+CAPEXTurbine)*1000+TankVolume*StoragePrice; 

  

NPVPerCapacity=[]; 

    NPVPerCapacity(1)=-InitialPEMvalue; 

    for j=1:length(YearlyFlow) 

        NPVPerCapacity(j+1)=NPVPerCapacity(j)+YearlyFlow(j); 

    end 

    NPVsensitivityPEMCombi=NPVPerCapacity(26); 

  

  

%% NPV stand alone hydrogen system PEM 

inflowPEM=[]; 

outflowPEM=[]; 

YearlyFlow=[]; 

  

for i=1:length(RatedPower) 

    for j=1:ExaminedTime 

        inflowPEM(i,j)=(TotalProducedYearlyHydrogenPEM(i)+sum(GridRequiermentsPEM(i,:)))*0.0899*SellPriceHydrogen; 

        

outflowPEM(i,j)=RatedPower(i)*InitialPEM*1000*OPEX+(TotalGridDemandPEM(i)/1000)*BuyPriceGridenergy+TotalProducedYearlyHydrogenPEM(i)*S

pecificEnergy/1000*BuyPriceWindenergy; 

        if mod(j,LifeTimePEM)==0 

            outflowPEM(i,j)=outflowPEM(i,j)+StackReplacementPEM*RatedPower(i); 

        end 

        YearlyFlow(i,j)=(inflowPEM(i,j)-outflowPEM(i,j))/((1+(r))^j); 

    end 
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end 

  

InitialPEMvalue=RatedPower*(InitialPEM)*1000+TankVolume*StoragePrice; 

  

NPVPerCapacity=[]; 

for i=1:length(RatedPower) 

    NPVPerCapacity(i,1)=-InitialPEMvalue(i); 

    for j=1:length(YearlyFlow) 

        NPVPerCapacity(i,j+1)=NPVPerCapacity(i,j)+YearlyFlow(i,j); 

    end 

end 

NPVPerCapacity(:,26); 

figure 

plot(0:25,NPVPerCapacity(:,:)/10^9) 

grid on 

title('NPV for stand alone PEM systems') 

xlabel('Years') 

ylabel('Billion SEK') 

legend('800 MW','900 MW','1000 MW','1100 MW','1200 MW','1300 MW','1400 MW','1500 MW') 

  

%% Sensitivity PEM stand alone 

inflowPEM=[]; 

outflowPEM=[]; 

YearlyFlow=[]; 

  

  

    for j=1:ExaminedTime 

        inflowPEM(j)=(TotalProducedYearlyHydrogenPEM(x)+sum(GridRequiermentsPEM(x,:)))*0.0899*SellPriceHydrogen; 

        

outflowPEM(j)=RatedPower(x)*InitialPEM*1000*OPEX+(TotalGridDemandPEM(x)/1000)*BuyPriceGridenergy+TotalProducedYearlyHydrogenPEM(x)*Spe

cificEnergy/1000*BuyPriceWindenergy; 

        if mod(j,LifeTimePEM)==0 

            outflowPEM(j)=outflowPEM(j)+StackReplacementPEM*RatedPower(x); 

        end 

        YearlyFlow(j)=(inflowPEM(j)-outflowPEM(j))/((1+(r))^j); 

    end 

  

InitialPEMvalue=RatedPower(x)*(InitialPEM)*1000+TankVolume*StoragePrice; 
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NPVPerCapacity=[]; 

  

    NPVPerCapacity(1)=-InitialPEMvalue; 

    for j=1:length(YearlyFlow) 

        NPVPerCapacity(j+1)=NPVPerCapacity(j)+YearlyFlow(j); 

    end 

     NPVsensitivityPEMSA=NPVPerCapacity(26); 

  

  

%% NPV Wind + hydrogen system Alkaline 

inflowAlkaline=[]; 

outflowAlkaline=[]; 

YearlyFlow=[]; 

  

for i=1:length(RatedPower) 

    for j=1:ExaminedTime 

        

inflowAlkaline(i,j)=(TotalProducedYearlyHydrogenAlkaline(i)+sum(GridRequiermentsAlkaline(i,:)))*0.0899*SellPriceHydrogen+TotalElectric

ityForSaleAlkaline(i)/1000*SellPriceElectricity; 

        

outflowAlkaline(i,j)=RatedPower(i)*InitialAlkaline*1000*OPEX+(TotalGridDemandAlkaline(i)/1000)*BuyPriceGridenergy+OPEXTurbine*RatedPow

er(i)*1000; 

        if mod(j,LifeTimeAlkaline)==0 

            outflowAlkaline(i,j)=outflowAlkaline(i,j)+StackReplacementAlkaline*RatedPower(i); 

        end 

        YearlyFlow(i,j)=(inflowAlkaline(i,j)-outflowAlkaline(i,j))/((1+(r))^j); 

    end 

end 

  

InitialAlkalinevalue=RatedPower*(InitialAlkaline+CAPEXTurbine)*1000+TankVolume*StoragePrice; 

  

NPVPerCapacity=[]; 

for i=1:length(RatedPower) 

    NPVPerCapacity(i,1)=-InitialAlkalinevalue(i); 

    for j=1:length(YearlyFlow) 

        NPVPerCapacity(i,j+1)=NPVPerCapacity(i,j)+YearlyFlow(i,j); 

    end 
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end 

NPVPerCapacity(:,26); 

figure 

plot(0:25,NPVPerCapacity(:,:)/10^9) 

grid on 

title('NPV for Alkaline systems in combination with offshore windfarms') 

xlabel('Years') 

ylabel('Billion SEK') 

legend('800 MW','900 MW','1000 MW','1100 MW','1200 MW','1300 MW','1400 MW','1500 MW') 

%% NPV stand alone hydrogen system Alkaline 

inflowAlkaline=[]; 

outflowAlkaline=[]; 

YearlyFlow=[]; 

  

for i=1:length(RatedPower) 

    for j=1:ExaminedTime 

        inflowAlkaline(i,j)=(TotalProducedYearlyHydrogenAlkaline(i)+sum(GridRequiermentsAlkaline(i,:)))*0.0899*SellPriceHydrogen; 

        

outflowAlkaline(i,j)=RatedPower(i)*InitialAlkaline*1000*OPEX+(TotalGridDemandAlkaline(i)/1000)*BuyPriceGridenergy+TotalProducedYearlyH

ydrogenAlkaline(i)*SpecificEnergy/1000*BuyPriceWindenergy; 

        if mod(j,LifeTimeAlkaline)==0 

            outflowAlkaline(i,j)=outflowAlkaline(i,j)+StackReplacementAlkaline*RatedPower(i); 

        end 

        YearlyFlow(i,j)=(inflowAlkaline(i,j)-outflowAlkaline(i,j))/((1+(r))^j); 

    end 

end 

  

InitialAlkalinevalue=RatedPower*(InitialAlkaline)*1000+TankVolume*StoragePrice; 

  

NPVPerCapacity=[]; 

for i=1:length(RatedPower) 

    NPVPerCapacity(i,1)=-InitialAlkalinevalue(i); 

    for j=1:length(YearlyFlow) 

        NPVPerCapacity(i,j+1)=NPVPerCapacity(i,j)+YearlyFlow(i,j); 

    end 

end 

NPVPerCapacity(:,26); 

figure 
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plot(0:25,NPVPerCapacity(:,:)/10^9) 

grid on 

title('NPV for stand alone Alkaline systems') 

xlabel('Years') 

ylabel('Billion SEK') 

legend('800 MW','900 MW','1000 MW','1100 MW','1200 MW','1300 MW','1400 MW','1500 MW') 

%% sensitivity Alkaline combi 

inflowAlkaline=[]; 

outflowAlkaline=[]; 

YearlyFlow=[]; 

  

  

    for j=1:ExaminedTime 

        

inflowAlkaline(j)=(TotalProducedYearlyHydrogenAlkaline(x)+sum(GridRequiermentsAlkaline(x,:)))*0.0899*SellPriceHydrogen+TotalElectricit

yForSaleAlkaline(x)/1000*SellPriceElectricity; 

        

outflowAlkaline(j)=RatedPower(x)*InitialAlkaline*1000*OPEX+(TotalGridDemandAlkaline(x)/1000)*BuyPriceGridenergy+OPEXTurbine*RatedPower

(x)*1000; 

        if mod(j,LifeTimeAlkaline)==0 

            outflowAlkaline(j)=outflowAlkaline(j)+StackReplacementAlkaline*RatedPower(x); 

        end 

        YearlyFlow(j)=(inflowAlkaline(j)-outflowAlkaline(j))/((1+(r))^j); 

    end 

  

  

InitialAlkalinevalue=RatedPower(x)*(InitialAlkaline+CAPEXTurbine)*1000+TankVolume*StoragePrice; 

  

NPVPerCapacity=[]; 

    NPVPerCapacity(1)=-InitialAlkalinevalue; 

    for j=1:length(YearlyFlow) 

        NPVPerCapacity(j+1)=NPVPerCapacity(j)+YearlyFlow(j); 

    end 

    NPVsensitivityAlkalineCombi=NPVPerCapacity(26); 

     

%% Snesitivity Alkaline stand alone 

inflowAlkaline=[]; 

outflowAlkaline=[]; 
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YearlyFlow=[]; 

  

    for j=1:ExaminedTime 

        inflowAlkaline(j)=(TotalProducedYearlyHydrogenAlkaline(x)+sum(GridRequiermentsAlkaline(x,:)))*0.0899*SellPriceHydrogen; 

        

outflowAlkaline(j)=RatedPower(x)*InitialAlkaline*1000*OPEX+(TotalGridDemandAlkaline(x)/1000)*BuyPriceGridenergy+TotalProducedYearlyHyd

rogenAlkaline(x)*SpecificEnergy/1000*BuyPriceWindenergy; 

        if mod(j,LifeTimeAlkaline)==0 

            outflowAlkaline(j)=outflowAlkaline(j)+StackReplacementAlkaline*RatedPower(x); 

        end 

        YearlyFlow(j)=(inflowAlkaline(j)-outflowAlkaline(j))/((1+(r))^j); 

    end 

  

  

InitialAlkalinevalue=RatedPower(x)*(InitialAlkaline)*1000+TankVolume*StoragePrice; 

  

NPVPerCapacity=[]; 

    NPVPerCapacity(1)=-InitialAlkalinevalue; 

    for j=1:length(YearlyFlow) 

        NPVPerCapacity(j+1)=NPVPerCapacity(j)+YearlyFlow(j); 

    end 

    NPVsensitivityAlkalineSA=NPVPerCapacity(26); 

  

    Sensitivity=[NPVsensitivityPEMCombi NPVsensitivityPEMSA NPVsensitivityAlkalineCombi NPVsensitivityAlkalineSA]; 

     

%% NPV Wind + hydrogen Alkaline constant system 

inflowAlkaline=[]; 

outflowAlkaline=[]; 

YearlyFlow=[]; 

  

for i=1:length(RatedPower) 

    for j=1:ExaminedTime 

        

inflowAlkaline(i,j)=(TotalProducedYearlyHydrogenAlkalineconstant(i)+sum(GridHydrogenDemandAlkalineconstant(i,:)))*0.0899*SellPriceHydr

ogen+TotalElectricityForSaleAlkalineconstant(i)/1000*SellPriceElectricity; 

        

outflowAlkaline(i,j)=RatedPower(i)*InitialAlkaline*1000*OPEX+(TotalGridDemandAlkalineconstant(i)/1000)*BuyPriceGridenergy+OPEXTurbine*

RatedPower(i)*1000; 
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        if mod(j,LifeTimeAlkaline)==0 

            outflowAlkaline(i,j)=outflowAlkaline(i,j)+StackReplacementAlkaline*RatedPower(i); 

        end 

        YearlyFlow(i,j)=(inflowAlkaline(i,j)-outflowAlkaline(i,j))/((1+(r))^j); 

    end 

end 

  

InitialAlkalinevalue=RatedPower*(InitialAlkaline+CAPEXTurbine)*1000+BatteryCost*BatterySize*1000; 

  

NPVPerCapacity=[]; 

for i=1:length(RatedPower) 

    NPVPerCapacity(i,1)=-InitialAlkalinevalue(i); 

    for j=1:length(YearlyFlow) 

        NPVPerCapacity(i,j+1)=NPVPerCapacity(i,j)+YearlyFlow(i,j); 

    end 

end 

NPVPerCapacity(:,26); 

figure 

plot(0:25,NPVPerCapacity(:,:)/10^9) 

grid on 

title('NPV for Alkaline system combined with wind farm, constant output') 

xlabel('Years') 

ylabel('Billion SEK') 

legend('800 MW','900 MW','1000 MW','1100 MW','1200 MW','1300 MW','1400 MW','1500 MW') 

%% Sensitivity NPV Wind + hydrogen Alkaline constant system 

inflowAlkaline=[]; 

outflowAlkaline=[]; 

YearlyFlow=[]; 

  

    for j=1:ExaminedTime 

        

inflowAlkaline(j)=(TotalProducedYearlyHydrogenAlkalineconstant(x)+sum(GridHydrogenDemandAlkalineconstant(x,:)))*0.0899*SellPriceHydrog

en+TotalElectricityForSaleAlkalineconstant(x)/1000*SellPriceElectricity; 

        

outflowAlkaline(j)=RatedPower(x)*InitialAlkaline*1000*OPEX+(TotalGridDemandAlkalineconstant(x)/1000)*BuyPriceGridenergy+OPEXTurbine*Ra

tedPower(x)*1000; 

        if mod(j,LifeTimeAlkaline)==0 

            outflowAlkaline(j)=outflowAlkaline(j)+StackReplacementAlkaline*RatedPower(x); 
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        end 

        YearlyFlow(j)=(inflowAlkaline(j)-outflowAlkaline(j))/((1+(r))^j); 

    end 

  

InitialAlkalinevalue=RatedPower(x)*(InitialAlkaline+CAPEXTurbine)*1000+BatteryCost*BatterySize*1000; 

  

NPVPerCapacity=[]; 

  

    NPVPerCapacity(1)=-InitialAlkalinevalue; 

    for j=1:length(YearlyFlow) 

        NPVPerCapacity(j+1)=NPVPerCapacity(j)+YearlyFlow(j); 

    end 

    Sensitivityconstant=NPVPerCapacity(26); 

    Sens=[Sens;NPVsensitivityPEMCombi]; 

  

  

  

  

  

    

   

     


